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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

GRADUATES
EDITION

SECTION ONE
8 PAGES

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
$1.00

BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY: MAY 6, 1927.

\ 01. XLIV: NO. IS.

Church Grove Singing WILLIAMS NAMED
LOUISIANA IS NOW •To
Be Held May lath
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
•
SUFFERING HEAVILY
BY BOARD FRIDAY
FROM FLOOD WATER

The annual singing at (7hurch
1.
Grove the third Sunday in 11it
the prelude to the old Southern
Harm( ny Singing at Benton, is
Miss Attie Faughn To Be in
Creater Portion of Northern Part announced for the 15th of May,
Charge of High School EngTwo hooks, the 1905 edition ef
of State Inundated by
Perfect Praise and the Heavenly
lish Department.
Mississippi.
Praise, will be used.
The singers will gather in. the
fix all day sesaion and OTHER TEACHERS ARE
morning
STILL
MANY THOUSANDS
dinner will he served on the
REELECTED FOR SESSION ,
REMAIN BEHIND LEVEES
ground at noon.
--A large crowd usually attend.i
Williams, of Murray, was
D.
L.
'I'he
.1.
which',
May
New Orleans,
the Church Grove singing,
high
grewing in popularity and elected principal of Benton
charging Mississippi rivwr t onight
are (tit- school Friday afternoon by th,rapitily was c, mpleting the de- I age numbers of singers
Sunday ! board of trustees. Miss May I,•
there
gather
,••••ted
to
;
vastation of northeastet n Louiset.ek.
l ers and Miss Elizabeth Lovett, of
iana started by e its tributaries.
the high school faculty, and all
at
Sweeping through its. banks
between
the grade teachers were re-electtoday
anot he r place
ed and given seven days to accept '
Vicksburg and !tatchez the river
their re-appointments.
was sending roaring torrents inMiss Attie Faughn was maned
to Ten-as parish north ef the
on the school faculty to suceeed
twn el St. Joseph. Wolk has been
Miss Itt bide Tinsley. who will
abandoned at Ville Clara, hehw Leaves Husband, Three Daugh- attend school next year. Mis-:
St. Joseph. but reports tonig.ht
Faughn is a Mai shall county gii
ters,'Iwo Sons; Many Other
said the levee had not gone out.
and a graduate of Bowling Green.
Relatives.The Mississippi t orre nts w ere
Tullis Chambers, of Nlurrity,'was
reaching out to inundate St.
previously elected superintend( tun
.1 , seph and other tcwns and to
Mrs. I. it Fitzget aid
it ('1100k to succeed Prof. H. \\'.
meet the tloods racing thr, ,ugh aged 57, a yell known matron of Whittenburg. who • has accepted
the I, Ur CrevilS•qn, opened Sunday Itoe north part of the county, suc- an appraisership in southern lUiat Cdasss•ock, immediately south cumbed Tuesday at her h me neat' nois with the Federal Land Bank.
of Natchez, and the one created Calvert City foil' wing a several , I St. Louis. Mr. Williams sucyesterday at Cabine Teele planta- month's illness of cancer. She is ceeds li f. \V. E. Morgan, %%dee
tion north of Vicksbutg.
Sit rvived by her husband, John. goes to Puryear. next year as heat;
While backwaters long Sine,' l)i\
hrck. daughters. Mrs; el ;he: high school there.
driven a large percentage of the Willie Altick and M,s. Bettie
Mr. Williams is a' graduate 0!
population of the nine affected tick, hoth of Louisville and Mrs. the
College.
Freed-Ilardeman
parisdies t refugee c ncentration Nettie Hall, of Calvert City, and Tennessee, and will recuke his
points many other t hi usands have two sons, Earl and Charlie Di- A. B. degree from th'• Marray
pinm d their faith on the Miss- vine. both of Calvert City.
Teacheis Cellege this yew.. !le is
issippi levees and clung to their , Mrs. Di ire also leaves her an experienced teacher and is
homes.
stel, mother, Mrs. J. A. McDaniel am, ng the highest recon,ruend,.(1
had been at her teachers to come ft m
lifrnt On. Wh
if
f r several (1;iys two rav institution. Ile is married
si ters. Mrs. Khoda Maddox and and has a family.

'Above Them All"

A

YEAM

BIG CROWD DRAWS
FOR 10 PUREBRED
PIGS GIVEN BY CLUB
1,500 Tickets Given Saturday to
Visitors from County
in Benton.
%LI. ANIMALS ENTITLED
TO REGISTRATION

"'•
A splendid crowd att4e \(
drawing here Saturda;,.
purebred pigs, which were given
away at the third "Get-Together
Day" staged this spring under
the auspices if the Young Men's
Progress LUlub, i f Benton.
Almost 1,500 tickets were given
away at the court house, one
ticket to each resident of the
otside the town of Benroont
ton.
After a short address by W. P.
Williams, explaining the purpose
of th«lay, the winning tickets
\vele drawn from the barrel at
tWo i •Cilork. The numbers drawn
and their holders were as I 'lows:
M, Riley. Benton
1. 2129
1Zonte
at
Ilubbard
Succeeds
$10,000,000. Twice Amount First Truitt
Tom Burd. 1Z,lite .3.
2, 2129
Brewers; Bondurant Re2570 Nathan Powell, Route
Asked, Is Needed in Misselected at Sharpe high.
i•siPPi Valley, •
M. C. Ruggles, Gil.
1..2.1-19
Route
1.
The following teachers weri,
Washington, May 2. - The proJohn 1'.
todayN,..by elected at a meeting of the (''lullclamatmtion i-sued
Berth, Boulin. Route
C, olidge appealing or t,‘• board of education Nloodav.
IP
Cellie, Lorena Iiii; lit. Neccontributions to bring, the Red
Pinnacle,
7. 26:12 --M. I.. Franklin, Route
ed re _ essity, Gladys Allen;
Cross Nlississippi N'allee
Gilbertsville
Fieldson,
Arlene
lief fund up to a minimum ,,f grade., Omer Stagner: Brewers._ S. Clyde N1cCain. It. ute 1,
o.000mou
t in"' the ant'flint P, in. Jack Truitt.: Shario. Prio.7 9. 2'732 --- Mrs. Dewev Riley.
eriginally sought, follow,:
B, ndurant, Asst. Miranda Route
"The situati, n in the Missisiuii'g
iii. 2059
Ruby Colst n, Route
.
sippi valley has developed into :1
()lily 1\14, vacancies are i pen in C.
miok, drawing was held at two
grave crisis affecting a wide ireael the county. home economic teachBURNHA M'S LOSE PRETTY
are ''o‘v ers at Brewers and Sharpe.
There
states.
several
in
and a number of nieces and nenA lind a greater part of the
FRIDAY
FIRE
HOME BY
:
re than 200,000 flood refugee,
hews. Silt was a tin mber of the
The coo111Y hoard deride(' to crowd remained throughout the
have been driven from their 11111 :in an attendance campaign in a ta,a-n,,en in swial and business
Daughter of Louis Bradley Vic- Calvert (*its Itapti-I church.
The handsome bungalow of Nly. hwho
,
Thi, number is inciasasing the eetinty this year to try to t affairs. •
toes.
conductwere
iccs
ser\
Avest
eral
Fat
.id Irs. A. Burnham in
tim if Bolt Friday Afterfresh:, breaks inthe levet, crease the attendance.
as
daily
ed from the church NVednesday Bent i.n was completely destroyed
The first pig., drawn by Mr.
noon About 2 O'clock.
morning a t to o'clock by Elder 1•y fire of ut.knwn origin Friday inundate the country •,n either
The board decided t let the Kiley, had regi-tration papers alin- I trustees do the appointing and n.„a y filled out and the owners
N. S. Castleberry. f Benton, with morning about I() i 'clock
The side of the river, driving the
safety.
of
points
to
habitants
notifying of elect 1(0 officers to It' the ,ot her nine may register
\ft: Ozell t Bradley. I I years a Loge number of relatives
fIII was discovered breaking out
'These refugees are 'being fed,• huh!
Tahtt: t hem.
s
a sw election.ii)e
n
stetehse e ti:(ntsitot‘
ield, daughter of Mr. :t int Mrs. frief als attending. Burial was in f a (.1 , set by a neighbor's little
by the Amclothed
and
:heltered
centeter.‘,
n
i
alsla
held
was
City
Stale,
Calvert
the
i;f•ad
1.1111k
virl and the flames had made too
erican Red Closs, acting as the , urdav May 7th.'
by a bolt of tiehtning Friday af- rangentent - by 1.e‘vis Hall.
me..h headway to he stopped.
agent for the American people,
The' b/null did not accept t he
terno• n alt lit 2:30 .••clock on the
Nene of the family were at home,
- nvitation to go to Calvert
'con
will
care
thtqr
of
burden
The
Bradroad near her home. Miss
Mrs. Burnham being uptown, -Mr.
for many more weeks.
fit'
because several men-1 i, '(hi
ley was taking a jug of water to
Burnhatn in the country on -busi- tinue
f the vast increa se in h ers had to get back hi me to
"Because
Per father in a field near the
ness and their daughter, Miss
alrea
y
td
flooded area, the sum
work.
house when she_ was struck. The
Eva Burnham at school in Mur- he
1
here
insufficii,nt.
attendance
school
be
will
for
.-4inday
called.
The meeting of the board was Dr. Leis To Be Chief Speaker
family was deeply shocked by her-,
ray.
to be cared for have changed from first Monday to
z.howed a slight increase Sunday
sudden death.
were required to The numbers
at -Dinner 6 O'clock FriSunday. 519 strong efforts
previous
the
since that call and first Saturday in each month.
over
been
doubled
parents,
her
by
She is survived
of Clint R.
of the prevent the homes
None
508.
not
to
has
Heed
the
of
compared
crest
the
day Evening.
one sister, Estella, two brothers.
and Sam Ely on the opposremained ,ir the Smith
Owen and Jim Ted and all four schoels lost, cne
and Tullus reached all parts.
street
the
side
of
ite
other three
"In order that these thousand-,
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. J. M. same notch and the
-Black, on the east side, from
The Y,,ung Men's Progress
9
slightly.
your homeless fellow citizens
gained
l
of
Bradley. of Calvert City Route 2.
and
scorches
Several
lo
yi
r
t
catching.
utbh07
will 4b
isetehroqstsantdo their
pwee hwei
Figures foe- each church for
may ccntinue to receive .necessary
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis_ Peck, of
burns were suffered by volunteer
arts
tie
beSunday
$10,000,000
and
of
last Sunday
care a minimum
near cale.
fighters on these houses.
at
Whiteway
Cafe
Friday
the
will be needed, and it is thereFuneral. services were conduct- lie are as follows:Only a small amount of kitchen
evening at six o'clock dinner. A
24
Apr.
1
May
desired that the quotas orig- Aged Farmer Succumbs to Stroke ,
fore
ed fr-m the cemetery Saturday
173 furniture was saved from Mr.
menu will be served and
chicken'
•
179
.
to
minimum
afternoon by Elder W. E. Morgan, Baptist
Mr. inally' assigned as a
Short
home.
Suffered
Burnham's
Mrs.
and
Paralysis
178.
ha ,1 been prepared
of
program
a
181
should
of Benton, and burial was in the Methodist
$3,500 the various communities
about
carried
95
Burnham
Lewis as tht prinI
T.
with
Dr.
W.
..100
Time Ago.
be doubled.
cemetery, arrange- Church of Christ
Harapfield
1speaker.
insurance on the house and cona:e
cipal
.
e
59
.59
Christian
"As president of the United
ments by Filbeck & Stilley.
tents.
Wade will welcome the
R.
and as president of the
States
Large number attended the
G. W. Irvan, 79 years of age, ladies and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett
the
of
newone
home
was
The
508
519
Totals
Red Cross, I am there- a well known farmer of the Aurdeep services anti extended deep
est - and prettiest in Benton and American
respond. Dr. L. L. Washburn
11
Increase
our people to give ora community, succumbed Wed- will
urging
fore
their
the
in
family
to
sympathy
Mr. Burnham's loss will be bewill
speak on the Clean-up Campromptly and most generously so nesday at his home following a
bereavement.
tween $1,500 anti $2.000.
E. L. Cooper will be toastpaign.
that sufficient funds may be re- stroke of paralysis. Mr. Irvan was
master.
ceived to alleviate the suffering struck just a few days ago.
FOXHUNTERS WILL MEET
BENTON HIGH WINS
An additional assessment of 50
among so many thousands.
He is survived by two sisters. cent, en each member was passHIGH
SATURDAY
SHARPE
AT BRIENSBURG
OVER
"For the purpose of coordina- Mrs. Parthena Thorn, of Olive
ed tor the Red Cross Misaissippi,'
and effectiveness in the ad- and . Miss Martha Irvan, of Aurtion
All fox hunters of Marshall,
The Benton high school baseVallev•relief fu ml.
ministration of the .relief funds, ora and several nieces and neceunty and those interested in
ball team won over Sharpe high
The club discussed testes for
that all contribu- phews. Burial was in the Palesthe sport are requested to meet I recommend
school team Wednesday by the
sufficient
strawberry
getting
be 'forwarded to the nearest tine cemetery•Thursday afternoon.
From January 1st, 1927
SaturCay afternoon at two o'clock tions
score of IS ti 2. Alexander twirlpickers for he Marshal! county
chapter or to the at two o'clock, arrangements by
at Rip Fiser's store in Briensburg local Red Cross
crop and the growing of cotton in
ed for Sharpe for the first three
to April 25, 1927, Th.:
Red Cross Filbeck & Stilley.
National
American
when an organization will be
the county this year on account
innings and waS scored on for
rat
'carried
Tribune-Democ
headquarters offices at Washingformed.
of the large acreage .)f cotton
16 runs. Cernwell pitched the
Louis, or San Francisco.
16', more adyertising in
The fox hunters are planning a ton, St.
last four innings and was more
land put out by the Mi,-sissippi
To
Clubs
Ag
Junior
"CALVIN COOLIDGE"
effective. Benton only getting
If) issues than 17 isues the !great deal cf their sport and all
Meet This Week End'river overflow.
interested are urgently requested
two scores during the last four
period in
C( rresponding
, Pad Walls With Paper Disks
innings. Sharpe scored the two
to be present at the meeting.
agri_ BIRTHDAY DINNER FOR
The Church Grove junior
to Stop Echoes
19 36.
runs made by the team in the 6th !
MRS. NANCY BEAN SUNDAY
cultural club will meet Saturday
The old woodshed, the scene
flame. W. Jones pitched the first
which
at
Tribune
L
o'clock,
The
In 1926,
"sound morning Itt 10
paper
where the old fashioned father' Wire-coivered
6 innings for Benton and Farmer
Mrs. Nancy Jane Bean. of
following program ,will
2,3';:
carried
1kmocrat
pitched the last inning. There
use to correct his boy encouraged traps" have been devised by an time the
was honored with a dinBrewers,
with a bit of peach tree tea, is eastern inventor as a means of be given:were many errors on the part of
home of her son, Dr.
at
the
ner
more advertising than in
by
demonstration
Caponizing
Sharpe which accounted for the
pow the place where the modern ridding the building interiors of
A. J. Bean, at Brewers Sunday
Paul
and
Edwin
team,
club
acoustics,
1925.
boy parks his new Ford coupe echoes that mar the
large score on the part of BenApril 24th in honor of her 87th
says the Popular Mechanics mag- Jones.
ton.
about
3 a. m.
Mrs. Bean's birthday
birthday.
Advertising volume in
—
Pat
Pig"
a
Feed
"How to
azine. They can be applied to
falls on the 25th and following
Bolton.
Davis
being
rat
e Tribune-Democ
Thousands of baby chicks have walls while the structure is
GIANT MAGNET EASILY
Poulay Judging Demonstration church Sunday morning about 40
already built.
RAISES SEVENTY-FIVE TONS
has increased. substantially been ordered by Morgan county erected or to those
and Paul Jones and Ed- friends and relatives brought
farmers and the poultry industry The disks are hollow and covered —Edwin
baskets of food to the home where
five
the
during
every
year
o
ts.
s
e
ir
giw
o
S
gar
not
is growing rapidly in that county. with wire so that they will
Work that would require many
rich dinner was served at noon.
a
Raise Corn" — George
lose their shape.
years of present ownership.
men is performed quickly and
}toward Jones.
Ten carloads of hogs and three
easily with a huge magnet in the
Grayson county bankers have
The Sharpe junior agi club will
the
of
assistance
the
Through
Growing
Such
shipped
were
of
poultry
iarloads
Krupp works at Essen, says Popin placing 70 head of
assisted
two
at
afternool
Friday
meet
Lawrence
Club,
Louisa Rotary.
out of Clay county in March.
ular Mechanics Magazine. It is
Popularity Must
Grove
hogs on farms in that
purebred
Howard's
county is planning to have the o'clock and the
nearly five feet in diameter and
two
There
were fewer than an
county.
at
afternoen
Saturday
Be
Deserved
club
club
Joseph Smith founded the Mor- largest junior agricultural
is capable of lifting seventy-five
a sow per farm.
half
of
average
o'clock.
camp in the state.
mon' church in 1830.
tons.

tr.

MRS. JOHN DIVINE,
OF CALVERT, CALLED

1

ED CROSS RELIEF TEACHERS NAMED
NEEDS MORE MONEY BY BOARD MONDAY

I

LIGHTNING SLAYS
•OZELLA BRADLEY. 14

Sunday Schools Have
11 Over Sunday Before

BE HOSTS TO WIVES

G. W. IRVAN, 79
DiEs AT AuRoRA

Growth!

•

•

V-•

4

••••

•••• •10.11.R• .1.1•••••• •••••- NI

• -

-",••••••••

(1k

M'GREGOR SPEAKER BENTON CLASS WILL ,
FOR BENTON CLASS GIVE PROGRAM 17TH

Miss Prudence Virgina Thomp- part in the Senior play. He has
two
son, known as Prudy, a charming, been on the debating team
Native Son To He Heard in Corn- To lk
"star"
the
deelared‘
and.was
years
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James,
ing. May 17th, in School Aumeneement Address here
Thompson. of Benton Route 2, is by the other members of the
a prominent member of the senior team. Albert will probably enter
class of the Benton high school. the University cf Kentucky in
Miss Thompson entered school September, Where he is wanted by
An extended program has been
The 11«n. Thomas B. MeGregor,
here in (923 and has been one of several fraternities to win deBenton high
of Frankfort, a native of Benton arranged for the
the most popular members of our bat eS.
exercises,
Night
Class
of
school
It seems as though Squiirelly and former Attorney-General.
class du I ing the four years we
Tuesday
presented
be
will
which
girk
the
have spent t get her. She took part is very popular with all
Kentucky, will deliver the comschool
the
in
17th,
May
evening,
champion
his
w::11
has
he
in all school activities, being a since
mencement address to the class auditorium.
member of th Eureka society and ship debating medal.
of 1927 of Benton high school.
The; program follows:one of the strOnge-t members of
The exercises will be held FriPresiding.
Weldon Jones
bet:
1R,
Brown,
Lenora
Mayme
of
the Statfe contest debating team
in the
20th,
May
evening,
day
Class.
Song
Class
1926. She was also a member of ter known as "Mamie" is the wilitorium of the Benton MethoSalutatorian
the Girl's drill two Years. and call- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
dist (fill! eh anti the fcllowing , East,
The
2.
Route
Benton
of
three
Brown
tail) of the ba.sketliall team
program has been arranged.
History
the four years that she was a. first year of her high school
morElder
..
K.
W.
n
Invoeati.
Mary Thompson.
Poet
for
and
Ky.,
work in SyillS1 ilia,
member of the team.
I), it hy
gil mu,
Reading
Musical
been
has
,she
years
Klee
t
past
the
stuMiss Th nups. n is now a
Babe"--11igh Thomas.
ucky
Kent
'Sweet
, ent at the Mu nay State Normal a fair,hful member of our class.
sc.hool chorus.
Prophecy --- Daisy Houser.
‘‘e
lilt, Senior She is a member ( the Utopian
7t iud
,t•.11001
Angelus.
Orator — Albert Karnes.
charimportant
an
is
She
happiness
society.
h her all the
t•lass
'I'hiurnas B,
Hon.
—The
Address
Reading. - Mary Tle•mpson.
- have,
t h a t ,,re
acter in the class ;day and we are
.
Frankfort
,
McGre0r
--Oscar Mathis.
Grumbler
corsure her part will be acted
Song- Mrs. R. E. Foust,
Hastings.
Leola
Will
otT
leave
only
she'll
better known rectly it
L. Wad('.
R.
Mrs.
Ely,
Joe
Minter,
Mary
Giftorian
is only It; years of -inging. "I'm dwelling on Beulah's
'F
ion of Diplomas
Piesentat
Waid.
.Jessie
-Quartette
Mixed
as
;ivy. Ile ha, been a leading char- Lam.", long enough to practice,
Pr I. 11. W. Whittenburg.
Farmer,
Frank
Minter,
Maly
acter in all athletic activities in she -le u1.1.
Benediction -Elder J. P. Riley. Weldon Jones.
She is planning to make her 1,
Benton 11gb s,•hool, playing, th,
Jessie
‘'aledictorian Address
part of guard , n the basketball li:.: time job selling "Brown'
Waid.
Sugai." .
year-. He is als.,
team
best
the
do
she'll
if
101
sure
Situ
the
in.
ist
c
member' of the
The Oakland Cumberland Presbym re days
pla y t hits yea r. Ile is now empl: yterian Sunday School
id at Tie Tribune-Democrat and
'I'he senicr play, "Am I IntrudSunday school every Sunday at
work uic t h,,,,, w hen
ing" ‘vill be given at the CalveLt
first
Mary Minter - • Miss Mint, IS I'ity school auditorium Wednes- 9:-15 a. m. Preaching eveiy
lois high school w-rk is completSaturday
and
ne
11
a,
at
s'dinday
of
Mr.
daughter
the
itt
'ti's
age,
ed.
d a y evening, May 11th, Tip: drama lief( re :it :1 p. rn, Rev. S. P. Tuckand Mrs. .lot: Minter, of Benton,
s
is a mystery i:omedy and Fs ..*aid
ronlastt.
i i1;t0
1-111,ii;
:1,
77r):
Frnestine Sirt•-s. letter known k‘. She is it member of the Utop- to be highly eutertaining.
>
ol
:is Ei•rit , is IS ‘i•-irs of age _and ian society, the high.scht
clii„1,1*- •otint of the Singing ConveritHi
Vollo‘ving is tilt. eaSt
he• us. She is Ciitatii.ian of the class
- in Benton.
:;icl
at Sharpe church, S1111.11:0'
tx‘een Nels ii -Ford Drug st re ,,K• .oid Was a minufit'i I the (:1 , 1',•
housekt•ei•er
ilast
ti
carlier. The
i.:
one
of
also
She is the charm-.' drill for four years
A.
Fanny Smith,
gives a most cordial welSeni-r
the
s
in
character
chicf
he
t
ine daughter ot :11r. anti :11rs.
I Iii' Hoover tilt' altrut liter
come to all to come and wiu•ship
of Bent,di l ite S. 5110 play:. Her one ambition in life i, ‘Vils n Hoover.
with us at all services.
"
very important character it, t4 heceme a "princess
iErnest Rathbun'. J ane's sec/ eMrs, Elinet
this
es
lea\
Mint
:11y1••••
p1.1.%. -The
it'
1:.;1\ Mond 0.111i:ill.
lary
Little Cypress. k•.,
Wh(ir(,
1c0it liii Third (;aide." She i, ‘V.1 Ili tigii.11, I )
cider (la ught
M a rjorit.
senior
thete. 'the
eider
t.t. tilt , Utopian Literary
1)ccs.
ter
N e\t year sin H plan- class wislie, her stit•eti-- and the
r liuut Ill I.
Dit•hie \Villikoti,
11,ch in life.
all lilt' .11•11V:
time
"i'utItiili'it!i lull.
stores in th I *.. ailti ll,t,'the maid
Continue() II page :t;
hiS for
s th ,•est‘titi
Ernie k%t• h
Horace Var.:,

Calvert Seniors To
Give. Play Wed., 11iii

T

o 1.,1(;I!ITN

den of them that ha\

bidden their dear one farewell
for the last time with a ser‘l •
dignity

and beautiful

tii

I o carry out in flawless detail
Abe many items which make for
a perfect service by virtue of
-‘mpathetic supervision.
I o do this at moderate cost, a
which aids considerably to
lighten cares in the hours of

factor

• sorrow.

Such

is the

ideal lie

hind Filheik

Funeral Directors
BENTON,

t Embalmers
.
KENTUCKY

hO•rt•

1•:\ t:reizttr.‘ Vi•er, ilaughtt•t Ctn.anti
tei t
et,r.\ and (me -1 the farrionThe
ii 'I
\k'.•
lit. all 1 ,11I
t
q -It'
flea!' if fIll'
Rip Viser. She
had :in acti‘.- part in tla,
-cheol \\oil, id this .‘ear and
Ill 11,11

(

••:11C(.1 ,- ,-:

ill

lift..

\Vt. ‘k

11
1,

tit

tillitIk

iii!'

Many

r their
and neighbors
711:171 \acts of kind! ess durinv the
-iplalen death of (oil dear Irol. ved
laughter and sister, 041.1-11.1 Brad1 41-1)s
Illank
:).
staid and Mr. 'Alai:\ in
..or their being tl e first t.: reach
\Vasliburn
also hut us
1.1. 11'11(1,

Mit

\10

I hal/k

lu nit`Ck

Jane.
(hien

St

27. .\ ear, :1(1 an 1 'er thee . kin 1 ser‘ ice. and Br .
consoling %\ ortls
illISH(t.41fi g' his
t• infoit.,111:1‘ (loll richest blessBrienshar;
rt -t up n you all is our pray"Squirroll‘. ".
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Appropriate Things for the
Young Men of the Classes
of 1927
Childhood has been taught and trained. And now youth
awaits the signal of Graduation Day so that he or she may pace
the roads of life that leads toward success and happiness. As a
reward and as an encouragement a, gift is highly appropriate.
This store displays a fine selection of suitable gifts for the
young men at low prices.
Prep-Jun;or Suits
Hand Bags

If your home burns tonight and you have an insurance
policy upon it, you may start re-building tomorrow if you wish.
But while insurance will pay the far greater cost of rebuilding- it cannot place back the identical things that have
burned; the pictures, papers and other personal possessions
that are beyond the value of money, however, cannot be replaced.
Insurance can greatly lighten the loss but it-cannot replace
it all. So it behooves each policy holder as well as uninsured
property owners to practice prevention.
PROPER PRECAUTIONS LOWER RATES!

The young men .likc the' new
designs in shirts for spring
and summer wear. Select an
::ssortment from our fresh
clean stock and please him
immensely.

SILK HOSE
Long, durable silk
threads mak( our Summer Silk Hose wanted
by all men—and here's
a selection presented
at one value price —
unusually low, you'll
admit, when you note
the quality.
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Suit Cases
Underwear
Society Club Hats
Caps

If Its For a Young Man — Get It At a Young Man's Store

They're Neat
And They II*ear.'

Con4ratulations to the Graduates
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We have secured a franchise to ()I,
ate an Arro-Lock Roofing Co., \vh
means that'the manufacturers have ai
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Arro-Lock Roofing
Treas Lumbur Co., Own(

KENTUCKY.
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OLU KAIN'TUCK
By F. 0. Lee
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We ave secured a franchise to operrro-Lock Roofing Co., which
ate an
means t at the manufacturers have authorized u to sell and service Arro-Lock
and Sup rtite shingles. The manufacturers are v ry careful in placing these franchises, allotting them only to concerns
that are thoroughly competent to sell and
apply the shingles as they should be applied. '
We have sold more than 4,000 squares
of these shingles and they are rendering a
service that no other shingle can ever render By means of their ,locked down butts
they can neither curl nor blow up. We
have trained labor for the application of
these shingles and can give you strictly
first class job. The labor is as important
as the material in the building of a good
roof; it requires first class material and
first class trained "over the old wood
shingle labor" to make a first class roof.
Call us by telephone or come in and let us
make you an estimate on a new roof of
solid sheeting over your old wood
shingles.

Yes. I ant front old Kain'tuck,
I am glad to relate
And proud of being born and
raised ,
In such a grand and glorious
State.
TIAt have there fast horses
`AnePkttr'wbmstn.too,
And sometimes thty treat you
To a drink of good old mountain
dew.
'I'd like to be back theic a few
days,
Just for luck,
To get a drink of mountain _dew,
Down in Old Kaintuck.
I dearly love Old Kain'tuck
But I am bound to say.
I couldn't make a living there,
So I Moved away.
And came to Akron
Where the weathers' awful cold
But where I handle the long
green,
And sr metimes a lit e gold.
Sometime I am going back to old,
Kain'tuck,
To visit around a few,
And get a drink or two
Of good old mountain dew.
It kind 0 touches a fellow up
And makes hint feel so rich,
If he keeps himself together.
And from falling in the ditch.
It makes you sing the songs of
Moses
And the i'-;weet by anti by,
I believe you'd go to heaven
If you'd only die.
I don't care where I am planted
When I bid this, world adieu,
If my last drink on earth,
Is good old mountain • dew.
And if I get up yonder
There no doubt in my mind
But what St. Peter serves mountain dew
Along with his wine.
If you have a headache
And feel sorta blue,
Just knock it out
With a drink of good old mountain dew.
North Carolina was the first
state to send any gold to the U.S.
mints to be made into money.

Graduates make citizens who make a better community.
Their training in school, the requirements they have had to
meet gives them something that is not measured entirely by
money-making capacity. We are proud of you graduates and we
are glad to extend a hand of congratulations and best wishes.
Appropriate Clothing for Commencement Events
For both the young ladies and the young gentlemen, who receive their .diplomas
and juniors,-sophomores and freshnient who want to appear their hest at the various programs.
we have large selections in suits and furnishings for the boys and frocks and accessorie,
for the girls.

Peward them with gifts at commencement time. And it is fitting that these gifts
be of high order alth6ugh not necessarily of great expense. Such are the gifts to he found
here.

FOR GIRLS:- Hose, in all the new colors to match every costume: Powder Boxes,
Handkerchiefs, Compacts, Pearls, Ivory, Wrist Watches, Rings, Silk Bloomers, Step ins,
Teddies, Princess Slips, Brassiers, Gloves, Povketbooks, Umbrellas, Traveling Bags and Hat
Boxes.
FOR, BOYS:- Watches. Fountain Pen;, Belts, Belt Buckles, Shirts, Ties, Sox, Watch
('hains, Knives, Ties and Handkerchiefs.

Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

STORE

alo

Tlik; TRIBUNE-DEMOCRA'1, (Bolton, Ky.)

More than thirty carloads of sometimes isn t enough to pay for lamas pastois. If you,'011ot
grade Jerseys have been shipped the trouble of hauling the tobac- know what the primitive -baptists
out of the county this year. M'ost c() to market — Louisville Cour- believe, com., and listen. you are
‘velcome.
•
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business Monday.
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tabs Merry Vk• a t Lye, 15c; 2 cans down at Morgan & Heath.
Methodist church.
Mrs. L. L. Washburn Was in
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The following will he the order
Paducah Wednesday attending a of worship:Morgan 8 Heath.
W. L. Travis. of Gilbertsvilbi! district meeting of Girls Reserve
Invocation Sentence.
Route 1, was a visitor here:-Mon- Club, of the Young Women's
hymn, "0 Sing Unto the Lord"
Chrktian
Association. This —Haydn.
day.
COTO:\ WILL BE KING NOW. branch of social work is steadily
The Apostle's Creed.
S. W. Brooks. of Little Cypress extending its influence through
Solo — Selected.
Route I was a business visitor in the United States and chapter of
Psalm.
the organization will be formed
Bentonitiionday.
Gloria Patri.
J. 111, Bradley, of Route 2, Cal- here at an early date.
Scripture Reading — Rev. K.
HAVE YOU THOUGHT A- G. Dunn.
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BOUT COTTON FOR A MONEY
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Anthem — "Abide With Me",
It is generally known all over CROP THIS YEAR?
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Mrs. Will Norwood and Miss
Marshall courtly that Morgan &
The Sermon — Elder W. E.
Heath will not allow any firm to Dona Warren, of Hardin, were Mitchell.
Hymn — "The Lord Bless You
undersell them on anything they visitors in Benton Wednesday.
011ie Mathis transacted busi- and Keep Yore — I.utkin.
handle.
D'Auble.
Postlude
Mrs. H. L. Griffith, of Paducah. ness in Paducah Wednesday at terwas the guest Sunday of Mr. and noon.
Buy your bran, chicken feed
Mrs. J. P. Stilley and daughter.
Mrs. Whit Barnett and children and poultry supplies from Morif St. Petersburg, Florida, and gan 8 - Heath.
A. A. Nelson left Wednesday
Min?. Virginia P..ce, of Hardin,
were the guest of Mr. and Mrs. for Louisville on business after
spending the past five weeks at
Ross Acree Monday.
Jetton to Deliver Address Frida
If you want to buy a range, oil home.
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Evening, May 6th; Miss
business visitor in Benton Thurssee Morgan& Heath.
Jones Valedictorian.
Miss Willie Mae Fleming, of day.
We are agents for the high
Paducah, spent the week end here
with her mother, Mrs. W. 11. 1,grade "Fisk' auto tires.- Get our
Commencement exercises for
Iprices, Morgan & Heath.
Fleming.
the 1927 class of Hardin high
Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley left school, at which 15 young men
G. W. Stice. of Route 9, was a
business visitor in Benton Tues- Friday for Louisville where they and young women will receive
will join Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Me- their diplomas, will be held Friday.
KEEP YOUR EYE ON COT- Cormack for a motor trip to day evening, May 6th. The proWashington, D C., to attend the gram will begin at 7:45 o'clock
TON THIS YEAR.
was sessions of the American Medical
B. D. Iliett. of Route
The address of the evening L, • .
A`SOCiatiOn. Dr. Stilley will be a be delivered by Prof. Walter I
here on business Tuesday.
0. E. Goheen, of Hardin Route delegate from Kentucky to the Jetton, principal of Tilghmar
2, transacted business in Benton convention. They will be gone high school, Paducah, and the
500 tickets Consist of 201 1-quart, 200 6-quart and 100 crate tickets on different
several days.
Court Day.
complete program is as follows'
colored cardboard.
1.5 years experience in the unLawn mowers, porch swings
Invocation -- W. S. Lockman.
Zupateado, b:.
and screen doors at Morgan and dertaking business has put us in
Vi liii solo
Iposition to handle any kind of Sarasalt — Mary Lee.
Heath.
L. K. .Parks, of Route 1. was, case.. Morgan & Heath.
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Brien Holland, of R ode 7, canamong the crowd in Benton SatVocal solo — Dorothy Lockman
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Valedictory
spent Saturday in Benton on busi- • Morgan & Heath don't only
Beatrice Jones.
;make yo( the lowest prices on
Less.
.Address ---- W. C. Jetton.
Get our prices on refrigerators, sugar by the bag and lard by the
Piano duet — Misses Ruby,
ice boxes and cream freezors, ran but they will make you the and Mary Lee.
same low prices on anything they
Morgan & Heath.
Prelwntat ion of Diplomas
Miss Ruth Vanners,•n, of Padu- handle.
Junius Lewis.
cah, is the guest of her aunt, • M:s. M. A. Hartley. Miss Flora _
Hartley and Homer Hartley, spent
Mrs. E. F. Black.
Gooqing, the County Agricultural
K. 11. Wallace, of Gilbertsville. Sunday here with relatives.
tucien Strow was a visitor in Agent, is inspiring. Calf clubs,
ute 1, was in Benton on busithose organizations of juvenile
Padu..ali Monday evening,
ness Thursday.
We sell steel grave vaults that , Double shovels, blades barb livestock owners and breeders.
are air and water tight and guar- wire and bale ties at Morgan and .have stimulated the progress of
Todd dairy industry and have
anteed to last 50 years in the Heat I..
O. E. Culp, of Gilbertsville been responsible, more so , than
ground. Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. Mary English ,is very low I-Unite 1. spent Monday in Ben- any other single factor, for
Todd's supremacy in Jerseys,
of complications at her homo to n. on business.
which has its
accompanying
near Palma. •
achikements in increased prosTODD'S ACHIEVEMENT
E. D. Barker, merchant of Palperity for the farmers.
ma, was a business visitor ii
Todd has more than 200 JerTodd County, in a day gone by.
town Wednesday afternoon.
You will say that our 40 cent had a pride in its boast of the seY breeders, owning from five
steel cut coffee is as good as any quality and quantity of dark -fir- to fifty cows. Registered Jerseys,
coffee you can buy at 50 cents per ed leaf tobacco, which its hills one learns from the Todd County
pound. Guaranteed by Morgan & produced. That day is no more, Jersey Cattle Club, have been
and no one is more pleased and bred in that county for more than
Heath.
Mrs. B. 0. Langston, of Mur- satisfied than the Todd Countains. fifty years. But the forward
ray, was the guest of her sister, Today Todd is known as "The .movement did not really begin
Jersey Island of Kentucky." It until 1920, when the then CounMrs. C. W. Smith Wednesday.
Trunks, suit cases and travel- has
the
official
distinction, ty Agent, Ivan C. Graddy, took
acknowledged by the American the Jersey cow to all parts of the
ing bags at Morgan & Heath.
Will Sas.seen returned home Jersey Cattle Club, the • national county through the agency''of a
Wednesday from Paducah where breeders' organization, of having Juni,..r Jet sey ('al f Club. Interest
he underwent last week an oper-I mrfre registered Jerseys than any and enrollment grew year by
ation at the Illinois Central Hos-lother county in the State. In this year. In 1925 it boasted 116 mempital. He was accompanied home respect Todd has passed Shelby bers, the largest of its kind in
,1 county, which for decades held the world. The youngsters won
by Cliff Treas.
prizes with their registered steers
complete
stock
a
that honor.
carry
in
We
The history of the Todd Conn- and heifers at the Pennyroyal
line of ladies and . gents burial
garments, Morgan & Heath.
ty i-novement, as related by P. II. Fair at Hopkinsville and at the
_ Kentucky State Fair. Sixty-five
buys and gills, whose fathers
never owned a registered Jersey
now cwn at least one registered
calf. This is the Mark of progress.
What has been accomplished
by the breeders in TALI. County
is summarized as follows by
\VL: treasure our reputation more highly than anv
County Agent Gooding in an arthing we possess.
ticle in the Southern Agriculturist:
Today we are better able to serve than ever before,
Cream stations are being estabfor the profession has progressed greatly since the days
We are glad to join i extending heartiest congratulations to the graduates of
lished in new sections of ,tho
Marshall County hi h schools. You have done your work well and we wish
the
five
of our forefathers. Nlodern methods and equipment
every
county
year. One station
- you the highest measure of s ccess and happiness.
and
that
was
opened
one
ago
year
have supplanted those which werc less efficient and we
only shipped a few gallons .of
have constantly kept abreast of the times.
cream each week is iLlw shipping
over 1,000 gallons weekly. At
But our service is more personal—more human than
one of the main shipping points
ever. The friendly touch of btotheirly love is always prein the county the records show
that the amount of cream shipped
sent in our work.
out each month this year almost
doubles the amount shipped out
the same month a year ago. It
is the opinion that junior calf
club work is responsible for 90
per cent of this increase. Besides
the increase in shipments of
cream, grade cows are being sold
and purebreds put in their place.

I CADIZ PASTOR TO
DELIVER SERMON

will be received up to Mond ty, May 9th. We cannot promise
delivery of these befor May 12th, however,
Orders which have been i.laced since May 1st and which
cone in before Friday[night, May 6th, will be ready Saturday
May 7th.

IF YOU NEED TI,CK TS PHONE YOUR ORDER IN NOW:
1,000 tickets

$1.25

THE TRI UNE-DEMOCRAT

A Priceless Treasure

Nearly every family wants a home. And a home need not
cost near so much as ou might expect --if you Use lumber and
material from our yars s. This lumber company has alwaybeen known for its re sonable pricvs. On the other hand, neve'.
has quality been sacri iced to makela sale. You can depend on
our lumber being just hat we say it is and on the price asked
being fair and reason ble.
START YOUR B ILDING' 140W!
Congra !Owns to the Graduates

JP

Funeral Directors & Embalmers
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By Etti Pre*itt. Dar r% specialist
----There is a 1'- ..'it. i•
agricOltural !irk trhong 0 .
rota,
boys tind girls it hentu-ch,. ti •
ing ttie late Theodore Ro -•.. •
"It ya u are goinv to do a: '..i i ..•
permOnent it. tin. ro,-rage rti.i•
It It
)ou Must begin helot-, he i'Irk
\.'v•
rho.• man." To ettectikel
ipstructom
t.
th••
lut:,,-,
call for
farmer- and thuir ii. nie huild,othe 1.1. S. Departrneht ot Ain. i, •,'
1 ure. ' cooperating 0,11h t!,, --...,..
A•
Expeliment St tioti,. '!;(.-.
1:os' an,: C.ir!s' .rIni r t I 1.
'o irk to Its prO)n•arn The ino-!:
. : the work can 1••• realiz•-•;
‘k hem we consider h. \‘ liecess..o
it i- •to dire I thi- •Hdetirial I, .
and in energy int - 0.etul ,•11:ii. (
!leis if activity
11, 15,,
Tit purebred 1) 11club will pro'. a r..:;. .ord ,
beneiit the intelligent bo\- r L..
I
• tut), r
who i be.(,rni's a
deri\ •
pleasure an ,: prof
,,f a
from the a,
- a
v...11 1,1-4•41 (1., •
The
•-•
I
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:
.
in:,
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I tro

Ii'

11 r.• :. • h.
meno,..,
lob
roort6 v, it It %% I
an not. 1... :. ,
const-n usly t.,,,
iii in l r woman a •
This relate- to tli•
brig!, t rnom y in fir , .
and Itiperations ut•••ii .i
-lorit of thrift i. in,!.
, , urging the nichiber 1•• s.i\ .
a pIrt ot hi- pr :it - t r• in
-;Lle !of mik or 4 IS :1m .,.1,.! ,I, p -1*
these into it sa\ing- ,„,1.11 nit 11.
,ther sate, I cm ,-. ,h‘,•.-!'llt !It
This;
1 letter itern 11,;,, r..n. :.ii h,
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BUILDING NOW OR 1 EPAIRING ANY BUILDING ON YOUR
PLACE GET •UR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY!
'COMPARE !

Morgan & Heath

..
Exer( i-c- Friday, May Hlth.

conimert .111,n1 • excrcisi—
Sharpe high school. which IA
be heId in the school audit, ri rir•,
Friday evening, May 1mt h, %%III
be the 6th annaal graduatievent 'tor that school.
Prof. Walter C. Jett,n, priniH
pal of the Tilghman high ,t- ho'
Padudah, will deli \ et- the con
imencement address.
The program as is follow -A'
I
- March
Lee. !
M. I
Invocation
-Sou‘enir
Violin Solo
Mary. Lete
J. •
Address 7 Waltet
principal of Augusta Might:H.
High scho, I.
Piano duet -- Valse ca pri , .
Ruby', and Mars Lee
Prtisentatron if lirpl
John 11. B, ndurant
suit
Remarks
bler.
Beriedictio:.
cox. •

Additional Orders

75c

( IR in NI
it 15"

at Institution.

All the berry tickets ordered before May 1st are ready for
delivery.
They may be had by calling at The Tribune-Democrat office. If you are unable to call efore THIS Saturday they will
be MAILED so that you will ieceive them by Monday.
If possible, please call or lave someone bring your tickets
before this week is out. In ca.e you cannot do so, however, you
will receive them by mail as p •omised.

500 tickets

JETTON TO DELIVER
ADDRFSS AT SHARPE
Gth Annual' Graduatiitn

erry Growers
Notice!

15 WILL RECEIVE
HARDIN DIPLOMAS

i

THE
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0. Brandon Lumber Co.

"Mc Home of Good Wood Goods"
BENTON,
KENTUCKY
ARERERESIMERRAMERRAVit.

1

iv

nil ,

.1 -Like
great natural la‘k .-••v• ruing
hreeding I : II 1 rni i k^
nc ‘‘ ill

rcu guize I husk. laN%:

•

- 1 start w rI h tile go,, (Limy 1.- Inc
male mating her ami all lwr
?trite progrny to la purebred bull thi•an build nip a herd of high 1% producing milk c(fivk s within a icw
r 1;6,
ears. The heifivrs ,electe•I
Kenin
clubs
girls
the boys and
tucky have been placed , uith the fir
idea that nuiny are to bocome the the
rountration cows f future herd-. N\111 .,".
Therefore quality is placed fore •r‘,
he r(-1.1
most when they are selected.
0.
breed
.Since1
we
that
necessary
It is
it is' estimate: I hat
better stock if we are OP Success- ed,
,
fully meet the larieultUral com- , the amount rot le,-; t ha
pctiticn 4-1 other states who have has beer reco\ ere&

fi•
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JMON TO DELIVER
ADDRFSS AT SHARPE

metimes isn't enough to pay for' in.tx pa-tois. If you' It'inYltit
'he tr, tible of hauling the tobac- kno‘‘ 11;it thti primitive baptists
/ elie‘e.fllo and listen you are
)
to
(nelc, Ill
to. \V Dalton.
_
Church Clerk.,
Primieret. ttantis't.
Nit. Moriah
d.os second Slturd.0
mont ti
h

CONVENI-NT

IN PLAN
,4-7111i

No Surplus Problem in
Growing Lumber
Farmers who have wo',7ied areas.could with reasonable forest
management soon be obtaining

FLOODED AREA
EXTENDING

Exercises Friday, May I:it h, lo

"n"""llY from COTTON CONTINUES
"" "ere
to $15
$10
n, and have no
'umber
productio
TO RISE
•rplus problem to deal with, ;wat Institution.
ording to T. R. lItyant, assist ant
----'irecC r of the extensii 11 division No Cotton Crop For The Miss.,
I' the Kentucky College of Ag
Commencement H exercises for
This Year.
•icolture.
Sharpe high school, which will
Ile says that it is easily possibe held in the school auditorium
CABLES PRES.
• ble to prod LICP 300 imatrel feet per KING GEORGE
Friday evening, May 13th, will;
acre per year, and that $4 per hun COOLIIX:E REGRET MESSAGE
be the 6th annoil graduation
dred feet at the mill would be a
event for that school.
NI:1y -Ph
conservative estimate of the valProf. Walter ,C. Jetton, princiThe farmers of the Mississippi
ue of such production.
pal of the TilOman high school.
"It would seem that Kentucky Valley have been hit 'a knot -koot
Paducah, will kleliver the comshould give more serious atten- blow by the .flood and there, is
mencement address.
tion to reforestation," said Mr. ittle hope Ii r a crop thi• year,
The program as is follows:Bryant. "This is true whether we especially for cotton; only truck
Processional — March — Ruby
are talking about unimproved patches and corn can be raised
Lee. ,
land which has reached that now as'it.will be weeks before the
InvocatiOn
Rev. E. M. Buck.
-411
classification of being worn out, water goes down and the. 'time
Violin Solo --- "Souvenir"
or about farm woodlots of other vill be too short then.
Drtile — Mary Lee.
Secretary If ' ver reported the
wooded areas.
Address — Walter C. Jetton,
While the average rate of tim- flood situation to President Coolprincipal of Augusta Tilghman
ber growth in Kentucky is only 35 idge at White House in pt rson toHigh school.
board feet per acre per year, care day and Will return to Nemphis
Piano duet — Valse Caprice —
would easily increase this to 300 immediately to superirlend the
Rubye and nary Lee.
feet, which would return $4 or relief work.
Presentation of Diplomas
President Coolidge received a
mere per. hundred, with no surJohn H. Bondurant.
plus problem. As the years pass cablegram from King George of
Supt. Roy 0. ChumRemarks
anti the trees grow, prices would England to day expressing protder.
found l •••rnpathy for the flew! sufbe higher and returns greater.
F. C. WilBenediction
"If there is a surplus of farm ferers in the Mis•issippi
cox.
yeroducts now it is certain that
A can -idian news magazine remuch of this production has come
from acres where through im- cently suggested a "attend t o
CALF
DAIRY
HOW
poverished s, il the yeild has been yo ur own loosine-s doh". If that
CLUB WORK WILL HELP
-0 low RS to render cultivation on was true here a bit of pe•Ide•-•
Ltc'eP•I NA_
out of
profitable at any price likely 'to wo uld
By Ed Prewitt, Dairy Specialist.
#.1
A fly according to its size c:in
belreceived for the products.
' "It would seem that from any walk 13 times fa•ter than a:man
There is a decided need for
standpoint, that of reducing a can rutt.
agricultural tork among the farm
MI ginFliZ5T FLCO
A certain U. S. Suriat, r Who
surplus. or considered from the
toys and girls of Kentucky. QuotSECOOD FLOOR.MAO
defeated for re-electin in
was
had
be
to
profit
,,f
standpoint
ing the late Theodore Roosvelt—
I
.dif==ik
.
;
hat.sw
-urprised the public
November
should
we
the
give
timber.trom
"It y u are going to do anything
il Alt-"rr"-" r
g"
in saying that the
week
last
re
to
most serious consideration
permanent for the, average mar,
!be obtained for a nominal
B. IL C. Hunter & Bro. Archts.imay be found in the cellar.
V.11' CC It' what ilf.featI'd
n forestation ( f worn land and to woma
eiti must begin before 'he is a
it thats true "God
ded a- him; NVo'll
Complete w: rking plans and • from the -Building Lditor. Refer better management of Wo,
man." To effectively meet this New .York City.
women.the
bless
notably
There is something
reas."
call for instruction to the future
specifications for this house may to house
farmers and their home builders, good about this house, a certain
the U. S. Department of Agricul- grace of line good character.
ture, cooperating with the State
Weathered brown shingles comExpetiment Stations, has added
pose
the sloping roof and the
Boys' and Girls' Junior Club
work to its program. The import- wide riding is painted white
ance of the work can be realized cream. colored siding wiculd als
Nv hen we consider hew necessary be effective. The shutters are a
it is to direct this potential boy warm shade of green and the
and girl energy int() useful chan- round headed front door and
quaint little entrance gates are
nels of activity,
Genuine Oliver and Vulcan Plow Repairs
.The purebred Dairy Heifer made more - unique by painting
Club kill prove it help and will them green, also.
THE
BE SURE YOU GET THE GENUINE,
benefit the intelligent boy or girl , Lovely Old Colonial "Clinker"
"
WILL-FIT NOT THE "MAKE-FIT
who becomes a : member. The brick make the: chimney and yespleasure and profit to be derive i tibule attractive and different.
14 Tooth Scratches
Oliver Sulky Plows
There is a small vestibule with
from the actual possession of aOliver and Vulcan Chilled Walking Plows
v.ell bred 'dairy hei t er means a two coat closets just inside the
enon
there
Frcm
r.
entrance
The
life.
greater lute 7cst in farm
International Dies Harro\\
b y who is looking ahead and .ters the living room, which has
Brinley Rastus,Cultivators
wishing for that day when he can a large fireplace. There is a sun
• rk in many porch connecting with the living
the city to
U ases receiving new ynthusiasm room anti the well arranged and
'v he'll mole' to feel the manly re- very compact stairs lead up front
sPOnsibility of a working part- the living !Item.
We are having a hard time supplying the deThe second tloor roe Ills are
nership with dad.
mand for this excellent O-K Fertilizer. Are N-r.ti
When the banker loans the gri uped ab ut a small hall. The
bath
tiled
the
and
club
member • the ,necessary three bedrooms
using it?
money with which to purchase the all connecting with it. There are
S1.10
100 lbs. 16 per cent Potash
heifer and accepts his promissory numerous closet, • on this floor,
$1.60
note to repay it in return he un- those' necessary adjuncts that
2-8-5 Potash, 100 lbs.
consciously teaches the young help so much to keep one's house
CORNO LINE OF POULTRY FEEDS
man' or woman a valuable lesson, in order.
\
attract'
truly
is
This relates to the proper hand-, This house
If you are not using it, you are missing a
ling of money in financing work and practical combining man
MAKE SUMMER COOKING
chance to increase your poultry profits. Starting
and operations upon a farm. The good features and preserving an
Mash, Growing Mash, Laying Mash, Chich scratch
spirit of thrift is instilled by en-' artistic exterior at the same time.
PLEASANT WITH A NEW
The laundry, heating plant, etc.
couraging the member to save out
Hen scratch, rolled oats, Oyster shells, Pearl grit,
a part of his profits from the
PERFECTION OIL STOVE
and charcoal. COME IN AND GET A FREE
sale of milk or cream and deposit
We have the New Perfection Oil stoves
FEEDING CHART.
these into a savings account or realizer that some cows can procheaper
different styles Ea•y and economa
several
at
in
cream
and
other safe form of investment. duce milk
HOBERTLAUT, MAMMOTH YELIAM AND LOREDO SOY
and ideal for cooking in the
operate
to
ical
others,
TWINE,
than
cost
McCORMICK-DEERING
This letter item has gone far beBEANS. JAPAN CLOVER SEED,
time.
summer
Parents, don't you want to gi),•
POUND.
THE
TO
FEET
500
FULL
cases with Kentucky junior club
TRHATED.
INSECT
your child something of which
•
members. ,
The County Agricultural A- he will be proud and which will
gent gives valuable service by prove useful at the same time."
REFRIGERATORS
you make
o
'•••••
his instruction of those funda- What better gift culd
AND ICE BOXES
mental principles relating t • the than a - put ebred dairy heifer of
,iluccessful management of the whose pedigree he could boast
"
dairy cow. The purebred Dairy an animal whose progress under
Now he the time t',
could
he
management,
.
own
his
new ic.‘
Club inspires self conliget y
Armee, shapes character and adds mark from day to day. An bolt\ / box. We have many
775
:=
much to the child's intere-t and idual that would produce
different sizes for
n
pleasures in It wholesome way. springs as good as herself or bet
small families and
would
The We
of the member is ter and best f all, one that
large ones,. Seve,:i!
cf primary. itinportance. In addi- represent It gradually increasin.,
ditIerent styles, too.
tien •it 1,1-, vides the means Of source of income to your it y or
SHOW
l'S
LET
bringing to a , county better girl. What gift could rival tho
your
keeping
insures
YOU!
daily stock. The'l heifers are al- one' that
ways selected - from herds••where child's interest on the. farm—at
the dams. grands dams and other home with father and mother —
SCMNIEll? FURNITURE
:-!cestors have proven upon offi- that gives hint a vital, living
KEEP 01-0 THE
work?
your
and
you
with
bond
chd test their exceptional ability
FLY
HOISONOUS
as producers of milk and cream
'of porch and
A full lily.
Picking gold out of the air
a cheap 'cost. "Blip d will tell"
Swings,
fu it tire.
:old "Like Begets Like" are the suggests a fairy tale, but that is
lawn
We have a complete line
two great natural laws governing exactly what • is done at the New
rocket's and porch - swing
screen wire. screen do'Irs
(it'
the breeding of all farm stock. York assay office in Wall street,
screen do, •r fixtures.
and
rugs
matting
and
Grass
-ots;
If one will recognize these laws says Popular Mechanics Magazw—..
screens up now.
your
Get
use.
summer
for
""
Nligerfradooffild
and start with one good dairy fe- ine. Tests have shown that the
male mating her and all her fe- method is saving the government
male progeny to it purebred bull thousands of dallars that otherMake our store your store. A warm welcome and plenty of ICE trattr.
he can build up a herd of high wise would be wasted. The min•
producing milk cows within a few ute particles of the metal are
room for the ladies.
Rest
I
the
in
fumes
the
from
years. The heifers selected for taken
I
the boys and girls clubs in Ken- smelting furnaces. High-pressure
up
tucky have been placed with the forced draft drives the gases
idea that many are to become the the stack to "settling chambers,"
foundation cows if ftiture herds. where the gold is taken out by•a
STORE
DEPARTMENT
Therefore quality is placed fore- special electrical process before
the residue filmes are released.
most when they are selected.
It is necessary' that we breed Since the mechanism was installbetter stock if we are to success- ed, it is estimated that gold to
fully meet the agricultural com- the amount not less than $12,000
petition of other states who have has been recovered.
Be 6th Annual, Gradtialion

;Old

M

t'hildren

t„k Fthursday.

rn !Orel;

rry izowers
(Ake!
t- ortiered before May 1st are ready for
V

_ad by calling at .• The Tribune-Democrat ofJt
call before THIS Saturday they will
.it you wilt:receive them by Monday.
tse call or have soni.00ne bring your tickets
out. In case you eaiinot d'o -!:0, however, you

- Rev.

:N 1UOIfliSO(1.

Additional Orders
t‘ , lon(1 iy. It ttli. 'We cannot promise
o May 12t h. h6\,,,;ever.
• 1 ,een placed since May 1st and which
l,:y night, May 6th, will be ready Saturday
•

"i

1)110NE VOUR ORDER IN NOW'
1,000 tickets

$1.25

1-quiert. ;Ion 6-quart and 100 crate

tickets on different
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CHARMING IN D .-SIGN
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Timely Suggestions For Spring Needs On
The Farm and In Home
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USE O-K FERTILIZERS

wants a home. And a home iieeu not
:Hc.i might expect if you use lumber and
_Nis. This lumber company has always
jwices. On the other hand, never
,.HIced to make a sale.. You can depend on
what we .-ay it 'is and on the price asked
)L} ft.
BUILDING NOW!

I r

Zantry

conyratulattons to the Grathiates
te 1.'in in extending he ertiest congratulations to the graduates of
,,unt high schools. 1 lou ha‘e done .x our ork well and we wish
, serre of success and hdppiness.

)W oR REPAIRING ANY BUILDING ON YOUR
GE'l OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY!
COMPARE!

. Braadon Lumber Co.
"'flif

Home of Good Wood Goods"
KENTUCKY

fi

GatlinaFergerson Co.

Benton

Kentucky

CALVERT CLASS TO
HEAR DR. BOURNE

"Bud" Cornwell Describes Scenes
In Flooded Mississippi Vah'ey
heard of one poor devil that oaded his family on a rescue boat_
aind then took his gun to mak the'
captain load his stock instei d of
more people and the captain had
to kill him in the presence o his
wife and children.
I could wtite all night 1 ut I
am so tired, got up yest rday
morning at four o'clock and orked hard all day. I mean hard getting small boats ready to go back
into the woods and fields 'fter
them, and then stood watc till
one this morning, got up at five
and have worked hard all day and
have another hard day tomorrow
and maybe several more.
We have three big boats lashed
together and have on board about
twenty-five sailors from Key • West,
Florida, besides the three crews.
It .is nine o'clock and I will
have to get up at four, so I will
close for this time..
'Love to all and write me about
everyone.-

The. following progrigin evseill be
given:.• ,
March Entrance of Graduates.
— Rev. Sanson.
\ oration
Orchestra.
Kuttawa
Music
Salutatory Addres, - Wilson
Hoover.
Valedictory Address
Little.
Kuttawa Orchestra.
Music
Commencement Address — Dr.
vv.. R. Bourne.
Presentation of Diplomas - - If.
C. Price.

The following letter. written by
Diplomas Will Re Presented Folcarship
ek
who
Cornwell.
C.
R.
lowing Exer ises Friday,
penter on a Mississippi river
May 13th.
steamboat, to his wile. here!' will
Mr.
since
interest
deep
be of
Cornwell has been constantly in
The fourtee-n — raduatea of Calthe center of the fl• oil disaster
vert City high school will "c4'iv''
The letter follow,:
diplomas Friday evening.
their
Nathez, Miss.. April 29th.
at t e conclusion, of
Elth,
May
are
We
babies;
Dear wife and
A Arkansas farmer. the father
rxercises in the
ment
commence
a
to
next
night
the
for
up
tied
R.
of
W.
21 rhildren in looking over the
Dr.
m.
school auditori
big hill and believe Tele it is good
records noticed that he
department
family
the
o
dean
Bourne.
nothing
seeing
to loo.fr—at after
if the Murray had two sons by the same name.
of «imation
.....kiekA water for several days. We
Teacheis Colley/4. will deliver the What a mistake, this fellow
tied up at Vicksburg last night
•,hould use numbers not nameZ
mmencement •:eldress.
left
and
about eleven o'clock
niggers
the
morning,
this
there
loaded coal all night. I went uP
town to send a telegram but did
not even have time to enquire fir
any Kentuckians. Vicksburg has
more than ten thousand refugees
and .ore to come.
Doh't know where we will go
as Hoover will send •us where
high4it water is yet to come. I
will De needed more and the
would have been glad if you could
have seen 1he levee at Greenville
as we passed there yesterday. I
went up In the pilot house- so I
cotild see. The town is about the
size of Mayfield and as level as a
Life golden days are numbered,
floor, so we could See down the
wrought with care:
0
Each
streets from the river out and
one who creates.
the
by
Planned
•
see water up in :the floor of most
:
WITH EACH FIVE GALLONS OF
At the left in the middle re w•
Each so precious if not rare.
Another Junior hall of Fame,
every house ad to the eaves • of
sore.e. but er tire •levee' was one When life's short span has start- composed of the best nine boys project.
"THAT GOOD GULF" GASOLINE PUR-•
Campbele•
long tow of tents and places to
and girls among 20.000 junior is Miss Ruth Harris, 15
ed.
Adjutant General James A. Re'-•CHASED
feed the folks. We passed at noon When thru labor we cloth toil,
OUR GARAGE ON, SATUR-.•
agricultural club members in
carmachin:.
and there were hundreds in line The true heart is uplifted,
sewing
the
at
skill
•
ke'ntue'kv, is announced by the
waiting for their portions, big leig That malignant hands may not
Heel her to chanpionship honor:
•
OPENSPRING
OUR
7TH
MAY
DAY,
College of Agriculture, which in clothing club work.
fires to cook on and .some one o
def
oil.
•
supervises club work.
wait in the hungry bOats standir g
In the'middle in the -•ame row
16
Jefferson
by with big barges londed with
Haag,
Ella
Miss
top
is
The ;icy at the left in the
sage is the wise man,
feed, the stock loose on the levee
row is Roy Lee Doman, of Jeffer- county, for the third consecutive
shallow not partaking.
and all feeding at the common
son county, winner of the state year the best poultry club memge'ni us being the diligent,
trough.
championship in pig club work. her in the state.
ignorant undertaking.
When we rounded the turn at
At the right in the middle row
He is 15 years old.
Natchez this morning the whole
The boy in the middle in the is Miss Minnie M. Eicher, 15, arface of the hill was covered with
top row is Julian Price Bourne, other Jefferson county farm girl.
We learn to know.
people and at the water's edge Thus knowing we do.
16 years- old, of Garrard county. Her exhibit of canned vegetable-,
stood one of .Uncle' Sam's battle Or not, as t he inclination arises.' Ii is calf was grand chamydon of fruits, etc., won her top honors in•
cruisers surrounded by . small
the annnal fat stock show it, canning club work.
so!
crafts waiting for the next •break
to right in bottom row'.
Louisville.
as there are hundreds that re- We move amidst the
At the r;ght in the top r ,v. i. are Bryon Cull, 17, Owen county,
fuse to .heed the warning and
E. E. Nichols, 17, Mercer cocinty, for the second • consecutive year
throng,
leave ahead of the break and we One digit with ,the rest,
thrice winner of state champion- winner of the fat lamir project:
scheming.
ship honors in the breeding sheep Homer B. Kash, 17, Lee county, Ak
alternating
nstantly
KENTUCKY
champion corn grower •ind Wil- W
,CALVE IT CITY
A
We seem t consecrate. our test.
•
,•ounty. 11,
Ham White, 17. Mer,
Cruel wood. pity us:
who "celled in
Who stand amidst the shae'rle--.
sucres-For Ileavan grant we be
fql, In ove-coming all obsLicles.
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Mr. und Mrs. J. H. Wilkins .01
Benton Rout.. :i. lie hag been
member of the Brewers high
rcho, I for the. past fur years, and
has taken an active. part in ar
iOUS school artivitirs throughout
idaycei
his high milord care-or.
in thee high school orchestra, he
was a membor •at the 1:,•ys' Club,
and was on the basket ball 'eau,,
and captain f the baseball te,,rel
for 1926 and 1927. 11 , ward 1- :•
r•trong, %%ell built ••triig, !Iran
is a g oil sport and well !di,
his associates. Ile plans t•,
•
tinue his schord %%irk in
•
.!
gr;u1.,
after
loge'
schr
I ,. 11i.,ling member ,.(
lirev‘••r- high
.1 d11
t h.'
idf
(lent
.1 I11.
dub atp:
r I927,
Ecorvitnics club
h., I grill.'
a member of t h.
both 1925 and Pt2r;
taken pi-1,11011c! t
;c hic. I
th•
:ind the senior (•1"
r ,ne on
thi•
1:14hy
•
and NL-, I. I.
Route I,
i.• . •
future ha.
yet loll -1•••
\ • .•!
college

r- .1
1Act
dependable gir:.
are that she
triplishiny
tu enter hie
I uck, next
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FOOKS TO PREACH
TO CALVERT CLASS

This
is the
Only
Genuine
and Original

BLACKDRAUGHT
liver Medklae

Then: We live to learn in
hard school,
How many who pass above us,
Pause to heed our separate c:eed
Because they love us.

Baccalaureate To

Be

Heard in

Baptist Church Cunday,
May 8th.

M re than one million railway ' Nashville., Tenn., it native of Mar
cars were loaded with freight 'in shall County, will deliver the
the second week of March this baccalaureate sermon to the gradyear. Milli., n-car weeks are not
uates of Calvert City high school
unusual later in the year, but Sunday evening. May 8th, in the
t hi is the first time that mark Calvert City Baptist church.
has be'e'n reached so early.
The following program has
been arranged for the occasion:March—Entrance. of Graduates.
Chorus—
Bro. Sanson.
Prayer
Chorus—
Announcements.
tsermon—Rev. Daniel Fooks.
Benediction.
THINGS ARE MADE INVISIBLE
BY COLORED RAYS

Telephones Outstrip
Population Growth
Telephone Company serves the nine

Southern Bell
THESouthern
states shown on this map. The figures instate, the population and the total num-

dicate, for each
ber of telephones at the end of 1926, including those
owned by this company and those owned by other clan panies, but connected with the Bell System
Since the end of 1915 the population of this territory has
grown from 18.445.000, to 20,452,000—an increase of 11
per cent. The total number of owned and connected telephones has grown from 623.524, to 1.230,125—an increase of
97 per cent. The number of telephones owned and operated
by this company has grown from 369,657 to 843,172--an
increase of 128 per cent.
During this same period the tax bill of the company has
Increased 385 per cent, while the taxable prcperty has increased 135 per cent.
The relattire rates of growth of
populatIoni and of telepho"kes Indicate incrleiteed commercial and
social activity. and a fuller appreciation et tirliiphone service.
They are evidence that the company Is meeting the demand for
service In every reasonable way.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COM?ANY
(hector purafed)

••••••••••••••61161111•01104

By the use of the cleverly controlled rays of colored lights and
a refraction screen, a Washington
artist is able to make things invi- ible,
Popular Mechanics
Magazine, At a demonstration, a
person sitting in a chair was suddenly
"dissolved from sight"
bile the chair remained. Ace- rding to teports, the late Houdini was to have employed this
system in causing and entire audience to disappear. The "magic"
of the stunt is based on certain
laws of light and vision, and emphasizes the fact that- our eyes
are dependent upon light rays
for what they see.
Sharp

Flints Used for
as in Stone Age

Razor

Maori barbers in New Zealand
demonstrated their skill at an ancient shaving custom for a moving picture film recently says the
magazine.
Mechanics
Popular
Fir a razor, two sharp pieces of
t lint were used, while the customer plainly registered the fact
that the operation wa& more of an
ordeal than a pleasure. The practice of s!laving with flint3 is s;:i I
to have had its origin in the
-tone age, more than 20,000 year,
ego, and was p:]pular, even if
painful, for many centuries and
among varicus peoples. In the,
British Museum are specimens of
flints with which the Romans
shaved in the classical age.

A Gift of AlLmas$
Luggage or Leathei
Goods---a joy Forev1r!
If you want to bring the deepest
flush of pleasure to the gra uate's
face give him or her a beauti4il and
practical gift of luggage. Thy will
be proud of it in their colleg room
and it will be of utmost useful ess as
well as ornamental. The argest
houses in the country do not sifer a
more complete assortment of l UALITY LUGGAGE AND LE THER
GOODS than you will find to ay at
MANAS'.
Gold Initials Stamped Free on All

Parents, stop puzzling. Whether
for your boy or your girl — you
know a Hartmann Wardrobe will
be welcome. The ideal gift for the
graduate who intends to go em to
college. When you give a Hartmann you are gibing the finest
thing of its kind that moneb can
buy — and it will last for %cars.

lianas Luggage
See our Display of

Graduation Ica:chit
*(;
While you'rc looking for (.1.1:1
'1.1, take a look at our; wonderful lisplay
of Graduation Jewelry. EverythingNEW—
every piece, whether Diamond, Gold or
bears the MA'.:AS assurance of satisfaction.

Free Jewelry Engraving

Here are traVeling bags, tourist cases, fitteci cases, hat boxes,
and many othelr things that the
graduate will appreciate. Then
there are the dainty little leather
novelties manufactured by CORDOVA and MARK ('ROSS known
the world ober for their quality
and utility.
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\Ve. used to sell another
TIRES. And we
were g-ood ones. nut wc wor,,
asked tuany times. "Its) yt ,u.
t
think that Tire is as gootl
Goodyear..".
So we. figured if our cusloire
made Goodyear their
of value---why try tee. sell 1.
any other kind.
And for that reason, we are 114c,',
74)()(Iyears cxelusively
selling- ('

•
•

• i. M. T1CHENOR & SONS _

•

•
•
•

Calvert City, Ky.

•BENTON FILLING STATION
•
Benton, Ky.
•
•••••••••••e•i)••••••••
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•
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THE TRWUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)
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CALVERT CLASS TO
HEAR DR. BOURNE

The following prograw Avill be
,.•.1\ tot - Nlatch Entrance of Graduates.
Inko,:ttn.n
Rt.\ . Sanson.
Ktittawa Orchestra.

11111 He Presented, For
liming Esercises Friday,

to!‘ Address
Alildred
I ;tile
Kuttawa Orchestra
\l uiu
Comtnen,
- - 1)r.
Cal
I
s!..t t•si hr,r,Lc.11Atc+
‘1", It l til'ilk..
rc".1"u
l'I't•St'titatioil of Diplomas
"Ill
11.
"
c‘e111t)g. C Ptlie
.!!Lts
\la\ I
.it the Collt-lliSitql, 'Of
'1 Mc!
nicht
At kansa- farmer. the father
It num
Dr
W. IR of .1 children in looking ever the
1 ii it he depart tni.9it aniilt reco! kis notived that he
, dui anon' ,f the Murray 11,1 t‘‘1, sons by the sanie name.
CoIlege. will dell‘er the
.t a nostake. this fellow
7't
dirts
huld u. numbers not names.
la
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Half Gallon Oil Free

•
WITH EACH FIFE GALLONS OF•
•
•
•-THAT GOOD GULF" GASOLINE PUR-•
•C11.1SED AT OUR GARAGE ON SATUR-• •
•
• .11.41 7TH-OUR SPRING OPEN-•
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Howard Wilkins is the son of She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mr. anti Mrs. J. H. Wilkins of Mrs. .1. C. Grubbs of Brewers.
Addle is a very studious and
Benton Routet 3. He hat been a
member of the B'rewers high dependable girl, and indications
;chocl for the past four yeara, and are that she will go far in achas taken an active part in var- complishing her aims. She plans
ious school activities throughout to enter hte University of Kenhis high scliool eareer, lie played
tucky next year and ,specialize in
in thn high school orchestra, he
the study of Home Economics.
Boys'
flub,
was a member of the
and was on the basket ball team,'
Roe Wilkins, son of Mr. and
and captain f the baseball teamf
Mrs. .1. II. Wilkins, Benton Route
1927.
is
a
Howard
for 1926 and
3,.entered Brewers high school
trotig. well built v4oung nut n. Ile
1923. During these four years he
is a good sport mil well liked by
has completed the required course
his associates. Re 'plans to . con Study, has played in the High
ii nut his school work in some colschcol
orchestra and has taken an
gradual-mum trim
11.gt' aft".
• high .active part in the . Boys' Club. Ile
was a member of the Livestock
judging team which represented
11:2g61.1
s;illtoittht(,)1.Stsitt;tit:
lit is
flrew
but has a genial good naturo
'
;
'()
trifS.1
‘
t 11•71:iteh
'
makes him a favorite ailitlu
nning his asseciates. After. grad n•
1927. She WaS „
Economics club
illat Ion he hilts
to continue his
,er
the ieh001 ChOrllS
;ti n tlen1111125
ttlUtttu ii in tolltgt'.
She has also;
(it
an
. t 1926.
e
both
taken prominent parts in several,
z-choel plays, the school circus,
and the senior class play, "That's
one on Bill".
Ruby is the daughter -f Mr.
The farnlelfr are very busy at
and Nits. 1,2 F. Ithva, of Kirksry this writing.' Route 1, Ky. Her plans for the
The Freshmen and Sophomores
future ha ve net been annytniced of Sharpe High sehool. together
yet but she doubtless will enter %%Oh a feN.- of their friends 'encollege next year.
yed a weiner roast at C,arrison
Springs \\*ethic-day night. Ganies
1Veldoti- (Bill) ltiley, son of NIL and eifilteStS Were -also features
and 'Ali's. I.. W. Itiley. Alay field 1 t he e \ ening.
1; o t e to, 'entered 'Brewers high
miss'
Ale xan der is . (in
Durrng there four the sick list.
-ch,
years he has completed the ref study.
ed course
in the High 'school orc h e s_ a n„.1•1110„,.
A 'large in \\,d
t he
itttttiltd
11%1 aril hums l:th011 an active part
annual singing c-nvention at
ii
ill s :hold \Vjk. 111 was a
ii hr of the Li estock Judging Sharpe Sunday.
tea m which represented the
.
1 )(1 riS TlaVIS and Irene
ere iztiests el Miss Anna
ti's hu}i school at the state fair
‘‘Ci.S
in 1112."). Ile i- president
class of 27. Bill is rather
Miss Opal Ilaih•is is spending
tall. has genial good nature. and the week end with :Air. and Airs.
is a fay, 'it, with his claSSIllateS. At.,1141r Jett.
c\p'cct,
,
, tfi enter .C11
pleaant visit at the
Roy Boyd
lir in our toxvii•Thursday.
l'ao‘
(ii-it•It.i..tiivri'sity so
The senior plaY. "At the end el
given in tho
Addle tiruhl.is. entered high the Lane" ‘vil)
-chool :it Ilre‘%-ers iti Septeinber auditOritim here Saturday 'night.
ung spent the
Miss Nliranda
192:'., and has continued her work
Briensburg.
end
at
there through the four years, x‘eek
baccalatiretiti, !:erninn tvill
gr:•,Itiating in the class id* 1927.

be preached at the Cumberland
Robert Heath and family.
Myers has been ill with pneumonchurch, Sunday, May 8th by the
Rev.
J. Gough of Benton has ia but is improved,
Rev. Dunn of Benton.
been called to fill full time at
Mrs. Fonzo Harper has been
Mr. Herbert Smith attended .the
Miss Katherine Rudolph of Pathe Birmingham Baptist church, visiting her parents near Symducah is the week end guest of K. E A. at Lexington last Week.
Mr. Frank Heath who is em- sonia.
Miss Mary Vaughn.
Farmers of this vicinity have
ployed in Paducah spent the week
veiy
little
farming
due
to
A large crowd attended the pie
Misses Mabel and Lillie Belle done
end with his family of this place.
heron spent Saturday night with heavy rains.
supper given Wednesday night to
The attendance in all Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lindsey
schools is good, but with better raise money for the ball team.
The choir of Oakland C. P. are the proud parents of a' boy, weather,
and roads, a larger
church motored to Farley Sun- who made his arrival Thursday crowd is
WEINER ROAST
expected.
day night to sing fur the services night.
Mrs. Herbert . Smith returned
at that -place. '
The Sophomore class of Hara
few.
home
after
days
visit
with
Miss Bernice Alexander spent
din Fgh school went to the Curd
Sunday as the guests of Miss her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. E.
Bluff on a weiner roast. Those
Roberts of near Benton.
Lillian Woods.
Large numbers are attending rtre -e nt were:
Mr. and Mrs. Dave 'Smith enMiss lrena Phelphs and Boyd
the singings which are being held'
tertained
Misses Elsie Hindman, Dorothy
with a musical and
Story attendet1 the singing at
at ChurCh Grove each Saturday
party Saturday night. A large
Putman,
Lockman, Magdalene
night and Sunday evening.
NVoodlawn Sunday night.
clowd attended. Everyone reports
Hoye Canny was busy last Hilda Alton, Trixie McDonald,
John II. Bondurant, principal
an enj,iyable time.
Messrs.
of Sharpe school, was re-elected etl
week wbrking on the road.
Mary Carter Walker,
Rev. and Mrs. L. A. irews are
for next year at a meeting of the
• Many farmers of this et mmun- Rexie Byers, Irvan N Twood, Karl
throud
e p..
par.ents of a boy bon
r ity have been
hi ard of education Monday.
setting strawber- Johnston, Paul Henderson. Alton
• •
last week, both mother and baby ;ries
Ross, Let ntird Browne, Wipard
Miss Gladys Alexiinder was
during the past week.
are doing nicely.
I Litt he Miss Robbie Lee NON-; Watkins.
confined to the bed • last week
Miss Lucille Birdsong who has worthy has.
been ill of whooping 1 Out visitors were Messrs. Ray.
with tonsilitis. •
'teen on the sick list for some
cough.
mond kit-s. Paul Norwood, Lutiter
Each class is to entertain
'ime is able to out again.
Fonzo Harper was in Pat is, White and Revis Morton. Miss
chapel belt re the school is out
Mrs. Reid Travis was a busi- Tenn., On business
Fannie Burnett was chat eron.
last Friday.
and the Freshmen entertained •
ness visit' r in Paducah last week.
Master
George
Washins.rton Wo all enjoyed ourselves.
with an interesting .minstrel ptoThe river is falling, will be in
gram Monday mtirning.
the banks soon if fall continues.
The following st intents from
Mt. and Mrs. C. L. Locker and
the Sharpe school passed from
children
Were flit' Sunday guest
0
the eighth grade to high school:of Mr. and Mrs.. Wade Winters
Alice Rothwell, Laurine Thomas,
and family of ROute 1.
,.
Richard Rudolph„lohn I), Lecky,
Mr. J. II. Smith was in Paducah le
Irene Wood, Doris, Travis, Roetta
Monday on business.
Rudolph, -Emma Rudolph, • Ni:w
Several farmers of this- anti•
Hancock, Hopson Truitt, Hatlan
surrounding vicinities were in
Dishman and EWilll!
Benton NItinda.
.
0
•
4.1.,
Mn. George Allen and 'daughter Aft
All these cars are in good condition 0
Ittirrin).‘) DiNNEII
(%;11":it;
:
• ;1 gl I;I.
t‘
i.
.;.: t I nut
i x: .isi I- inn
7
;
t.
(iEy
h(onTecotutfritity
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• ',Hug- the deepest
I
to the graduate's
!se!. a beautiful and
:uggage. They will
, their college room
,- ,trnost usefulness as
.,Jnental. The largest
untry do not offer a
ts-ortinent of QUALAND • LEATHER
• %\•111 find today at

les. It's a Real Idea.
A Hartmann Wardrobe for
Graduation
Parents, stop puzzling. Whether
for your boy or your girl - you
know a Hartmann Wardrobe will
be welcome. The ideal gift for the
Kraduate who intends to go on to
college. When you give a Hartmann you are giving the finest
thing of its kind that money can
hi* - and it will last for years.

t7seful Luggage
(III I
• \ \\
,.r

N

'e Jewelry Engraving

•
•

Here are traveling bags, tourist cases, fitted cases, hat boxes,
;aid many other things that the
graduate will appreciate. Then
there are the dainty little leather
novelties Manufactured by CORDOVA and MARK CROSS known
the world over for their quality
and utility.
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And for that reason, we are now
selling Goodyears exclusively.

J. M.
Calvert City,Ky.

•

M. MANILAS

Ca

.JEWELRY - L BGAGE

PADUCAH,
KY.
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smith. Mr. :Int l Airs. .1 1.
H eath. mis an d AIrs. Claude lai‘e.
and
.1
iSmithi). Air.' Mr. and Mrs.
I,. (;olten
e will
iz
oh.„,
,,
'av MI a touring trip
Hunt.
Smith. Mr. an I Mrs. t" ve nice, Fit rida.
Callvert
Vic
. Mr. arand Airs.
Miss Bessie
Lyw.
•
Wat-on. Fl
'Intl
W dso.
n
,auinty is visiting hei Hster, Mrand Airs.
Duati,
Robert
Lamy, lir. and Mrs. V. A. Still'
Ir. :till Mrs. Chit' Treas. Mr. an
M..s. Sam Creason, M r. s. I. iI

kunttuuku

111( r,

Ito'

alld

MS.
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ed Leonas Smith Saturday,
Bro. D. W. Gilliam filled his
UP
4110 regular appointment :at. the Walnut Grove Church of Christ Sunday. A large crowd attended.
RP
G. A. Cope who is employed in
4110 the Paducah
postoffice, returned
to his work Sunday night.
Miss Tessie Haymes and Miss
•Prudence Thompson spent Saturday night with Mrs. G. A. Cope.
gft
INIr. and IkIrs. J. II. Smith werej
H
thieettS.unday guests of Mrs. Solon

e

•
•

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Frank Brown
attended preaching- at Walnut
Grove Sunday.
Mr. W. L. Anderson and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Edwards
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
Jessie Darnall and family.
Boss Washburn of Route 8, was
•in Benton Saturday.
Jesse Lovett left for Detroit
Saturday to seek employment.

Charmiv Gifts of.A7cleirr
for thc Gradmics
It's a great event, commemorate
it with a gift of Jewelry.
Let us all give acknowledgment
by encouraging these graduates; by
giving due recognition to them; by
bestowing upon them an appropriate
gift that will signify our welcome to
them on the threshold of their new
careers.

A Few Suggestions
Wrist Watches
Vest Chains
Pen and Pencil Sets
Tie Pins
Silverware
Belt and Buckle
Signet Rings
Hand Bags
Bar Pins

Pearls
Diamond Ring
Cigarette Cases
Writing Sets
Men's 1Vatches
Fountain Pens
Vanity Cases
Fitted Bags
Belt Sets

IN

PADUCAH,

THE

KY.

PALMER

I.

5.
.!t'*'

-

••••• •••

01

To give Jewelry as the supreme expression of devotion, affection and appreciation is an old-time custom. Yet today it
still survives as the truest means of conveying a tender massage.
Arrayed here is a wide selection and charming variety of
Jewelry-the very popular nove lties‘ the kind that 'She' adores
most of all-priced to fit your pocketbook. For "Him", too,
there is a world of choice selections.
If you would please them, give them gifts that will last as
long as the happy memory of one of the greatest events of their
lives.
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•
:BENTON FILLING STATION:
•
Benton, Ky.
•

•

fric1141S.

We used to sell another line of
•
TIRES. And we believe they
ROUTE 8
were good ones. But we were . • Mr. F. M. Cope started for, De•tioit Saturday, where he will seek
asked many times, "Do you
employment.
think that Tire is as good as the
Mrs. J. II. Smith, Miss Lillie
•Smith and Mr. Willie iSmith visitGoodyear'?"

So we. figured if our customers,
made Goodyear their standard
of value---why try to sell them
any other kind.

10

Miss -

IllallY

Goodyear
•
•
I
Tires
;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

our Display ot
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lids Stamped Free on All
lianas Luizgage
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and are well worth the price asked for 0
em.
Chevrolet Touring, 1924 Model.
III
Ford Coupe, 1925 Model.
10
Tiwmi),,i
. Ford Roadster, 1926 Model
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•Mary Lyles. Lillian Nlorgan. Eli.'
abeth Wood, Rev. Richards•
•
N1rs. Charlie Nlorgan, ND%
S
w
mh and Mrs. Harley Wo' d and Virgil
1111P , Wood, Mr. and Airs. Carl Shernes well and children, Mr. and Airs.
•EiZie Bean and children. LeandetRear Mrs Bettie Holmes, Mi. and
(11 1 Mrs. Lenora Nelson. Mr. Henry
I)prnall. Blaine Hurt, 1., Cox, Ale mon snpm‘,„ii. II. II. Rayburn.
Witt+ Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Shun
•well, Kathryn and James I.
Shemwell, Lettie and Ethel Dunaway, Bill Griffith, Crit NicCain,
Ralph
411/
James Cole, Bud Gibe son, Mt. and Mrs. Dolin Cole and
•vida Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Cone and son, Mr. and Mrs. Herhurt Tyree and children, Hiram
Tyree. Mr. and Mrs. Q. T. Guier
and daughter. Mts. Ida Tyree anti
Oval Tyree, U. G. Wallace, Mr.
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Luther Cole and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack • Copeland and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Bob McWaters and Martha Ellen McWaters, Gila Nelson, and Mr. and
Mrs. V. A. Stilley, jr., and daugh•ter Mary Carter.
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SKETCHES OF BREWERS 1927 CLASS

SHARPE

FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1927.
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RAILWAYS DEVELOP
HIGHER TEACHER
STANDARDS UPHELD ROAD TO PROGRESS
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Courty Boards May Exreed Mini• Growth
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Well
Done!

Served by

Illinois Central Lines is
Illustration.

Court ef Appeals Rules.

The high school graduates have
re. ched the end of the long road. Their
wo has been well done. We are glad to
off r congratulations and best wishes.
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"Universal Farmer"
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Vegetables this week. Lettuce,
t'el.ery, Beets, Squash, Carrots, Cucumbers, Peppers, Green Beans, Cabbage,
Potatoes and Onions.
NeV:

THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT

MARKETS

SEEK PICKERS IN
cALLovvAy COUNTY

‘I.

After the commencement exercises,
viit our fountain. It's cool and comfortab e and we serve that excellent GOLDBI400M ice cream and the best of drinks
of tll kinds.

elson-For Drug Co.

We aim to sell only the hest Meats
teidder full-flavored cuts, at reasonable,
small profit pries.

Ildc, Arc t Iì

Ily stimulating 'social and. ecohas been received
In
here by county school superin- nomic prcgress, railway service
tendert Roy 0. ('humbler of a re- is a valuable national asses, in
cent decision by the Kentucky the estimation of President L.'A.
C. ii ii of Appeals, upholding the Downs of the Illinois Central
right of county In ards of educa- System. A statement from Mr.
tion ta set minimum standard of
Downs thus cites the histcry of
teacIL_
er educational requirement,
abov that set by the ,minimum the Illinois Central -System as an
railcertification law. This decision is example of the benefits
tegarded as one of the greatest way expansion: .
importance in some time in edu'Seventy years ago this railcational circles.
road began t•, operate its original
The standard
for Marshall 700 miles of line, all of which lay
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.\ our /);
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11,,. [dim
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its "
"
I iv".
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Standards. in Mar,hall caunty the 'virgin pt.:tide - a land uninare expected to be raised higher habited, tint ruched by plow, unDip eia_za...a. stop.'
as renditions justify. under the changed for cent dries. Today the
atith,wity 4,1 the ruling.
Illinois Central System operates
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CRS SUGGESTIONS
FOR CHICK RAISING
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14;1' Ii
bulk
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to get
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sti'awhtiu'i'v
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Marshall ecunt.v crop,

t he

1 1iCherIii

The imp
Agent 'Hendrick

:ind

rtance ot

raising good

of following sti idt
II. Heath speri
'
Tuesday in Callo- ly sanitary precautit us,
;Ands
of keepto 210 pounds to
order buyers
v roan! ,
tugoil
assistance in ing the brooder at the right tempgood listing and playing pickers in erature,jand of using proper feel
(intl$9.7,7vO 111.2S; packing sow!: this county.
is stt•essed by the p( ultry special15ct 25 lowet, hulk $8.65ra
Leading farmers and busines, ist at the Kentucky College of Ag8.75.
men in Dexter, Hazel, 'Murray. riculture, in the following sugCattle --- Receipts 3,500: calve Kirksvy, Almo.
Penny. Lynn gestions:
2,000; active; :Oct.! s steady to ISt. Grove and
Chick should be kept from the
Backusburg promised
flicks tested for bacillary white
higher: medium hulls str- n\:. to aid.
25e' higher; vealers 25e to 50e
The Hardin Bank. at Hardin; diarrhea. Give special attention
to vigor and vitality• in mating
lower; choice cows 25c higher; -.I C. Chester and Adlich &
other cows and classes steady; at Brewers; and Flank tSwift and breeders.
Incubators should be cleaned
top steers *13; weight 1,300 A, C. Crisp will list pickers in
thoroughly after each hatch.
pounds; Western steers $7.906:' their seeticns.
8.25; tat heifers $9.25 and better;
Pickers coming to Marshall Scrape and disinfect trays.
Clean and spray the brooder
rows $6,500/. 7,50; low cut era county will not • be required to
$.1.506, 5; vealers $11(u 11:25.
furnish any bedding or eating house before moving it to fresh
Sheep
Receipts 800; practic- utensils as in many other places ground each. season. Scrub the
ally nothing sold; indications anti board may be obtained for house with a pound of .lye to 40
gallons of Water.
steady; late yesterday 700 head $2.50 a week.
Start brooder with fresh sand
of fed 85-pound wool lambs nearand litter, and clean at end of
by feed barns IA-ought _$17.
Ttibune Ads brings results.
10 days and every seven days
thereafter.
Move the brooder house to
ground where chicks have not
been kept the previous year. This
is
an
precaution
important
against disease.
Keep feed hoppers,' troughs
and water and milk vessels clean.
Ma::h ftwding is more sanitary
than ticattering grain on the
flocr where it comes in contact ,
with droppings and filth. Avoid
wet mashes.
Going trim • the hen house to
tht brooder house may spread ,
disease. Do not keep a sick chick
with well ones.
The brooder temperature
sheuld be 98 to 100 degrees at
start, with a reduction of about
5 degrees per week. The chick's
actions indicate whether temperature is correct.
Warm congratulations and sincere best wishes for
Feed the first week 'five times
success and happiness is the commencement message from
daily all the dry mash the chicks
Draffen Bros.
will clean up in 20 minutes; the
We have many charming gift selections for both
second week three times daily all
they will clean up in 30 minutes;
the girl and boy graduates and will be pleased to show you.
the third week begin to keep the
mash before the chicks, and feed
grain three times daily. Keep
water or milk before chicks.
DEPARTMENT STORE
Bananas never bear the secKENTUCKY
CALVE UT CITY,
ond year, unless suckers are turned out each year for the next.
14 x‘

190
94 10

'quality chicks,

10.27): pigs sti.ipiy ;

We Congratulate
the Graduates
DRAFFEN

BROTHERS

1;

Extend A Hand To Youth
Again it is graduation time The boys and girls of Marshall
ounty who have mastered the high school curriculum have
come to the time of reward and to the commencement of fuller
and higher duties.
ii

We are pleased to join in extending hearty congratulations
and best wishes to each member of the five high school classes.
This institution has always had p deep and abiding interest Jn the young men an young women of the county. It is
proud of the fact that it has assisted Many of them on their road
to A higher education nd more responsible endeavor. Though
others may have equal no similar institution has a greater interest in the developmetla and welfare of the youth of Marshall
county than this bank.

iBank of Marshall
County
Total Resources
Joe L. Price, Pres.
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres.

$390,000.00
B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
J. E. Cross, Asst. Cashier
..,awnwomsit

las
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14 WILL GRADUATE SHARPE EXERCISES BREWERS PLAY TO
AT CALVERT HIGH WILL OPEN MAY 7TH BE GIVEN FRIDAY

BACCALAUREATE
AT HARDIN SUNDAY

Commencement Week Events
HARDIN HIGH SCHOOL
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Commencement Week Events
BREWEIS .1-IIGFI SCHOOL

Commencement Week Events
SIrIARI)E HIGH SCHOOL

leaducah. win

The baccalaureate. sermon for
the graduates of liardin high
was delivered Sunday
evening, May 1st in the Methodist
by the Rev. Arthur A.
May 1;th•
Sth. church
May
May 1:1th. Fox, of Mayfield. The mtPsie proMrs. .
by
was directed
gram
Rudy Gardner.
The Junior-S'enior banquet was
given Wednesday evening, May
4th.
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Gleams
Your Furnituredisappear,—
Old SCr-tCi:ed Forfaces
dullness gives way to newness, und
the surface it ethily made water.
prod and beautiful if you use
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FLOOR FINISH
Clear

Especial! made to withstand the
scuff and trea.-I of grinding heels on
a floor, it is for th.A very reason the
i:leal vatnIsh for refinishing

Varela!'

a-a

Plebe Itaaotitoll
Colors from
I :Olt Oat to

:IRNITURE and ALL WOODWORK
to apply, it dries overnight
vk.ith a tmtgh. durg le lustre that is
guaranteed net to crack or chip.

Dark
••tosheigaay

Jest Dip the Brush.

Nothing to n.re n othing !o tom with.
Come ia—Let mellow you what Aixnisc v 111 do-

Time Is Here
Join in the clean-u, campaign. Make things snick
and span around your place, add to its appearance and pre
vent breeding of flies an I mosquitoes.
We can .upply you eith paint- of all kinds. wall
paper, screen doors, brushes. lime and all other necessary
thing-.
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•
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tiny. f4hriis - snappy pat
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offering in men's shirts.
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We give a man as sm.trt 't
as we
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Tnion Suits,

IF O4(NMC,ND3 (ATV., '•
I"'
t.wsptet Wei
WOOL T.) GO OUT AP41%
GICK 'JP A PPuNr_
HE

If you want to remember your g•raduate friends let us ask, that you consider
the "gift that lasts".
Here are scores of appropriate gifts
NI. both the young ladies and the young,
gentlemen; pieces of Jewelry that are
high in value, the latest creations of the
Jeweler's art and yet low in price.
' Here are also many selections that
are useful as well as ornamental-- all of
them beautiful.
For the "sweet girl graduate" we recommtmd:- Diamond Ring, Wrist Watch, Perfume, Vanity Case, Donk.
Pearls, Bar Pin, Bracelet, and many- others.
For the, young men we recommend:- Elgin Watch. Cuff
Links, Tie Pin, Ring, Bell Set, Cigarette Case and mansof hers.

I 11

I

t. 1/011NS•

yre•-ide lit. Illinois Cenital

For either, we could not recommend anything better
than a non-breakable PARKER FOE T STAIN PEN. useful and
lasting ,as long as they lice.
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Strow Drug Co.
"!The Store of Personal
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DOGGY HOSIERY
The best dress-ed Men—even
conservative Men are wearing colorful hose this spring.
You won't find wider selecti f• ti or more snapny paternw anywhere than we are
offering in Coopers.

NECKWEAR
The )tlish, good looking
polka dots fancy figures
;ind stripes' in the noncc tinkle, wool lined foulards.

SPRING
OXFORDS
Shoff expertly fitteld •need
very little breaking in. We
tit shoes to foot measure
Coopers ,Un4 we fit
illSt 8'
olerwear to body measurements. Smart new styles.

CAPS
we are presenting are in the
one-piece and eight-piece
models in grays, tans and
mingled color effects:

WI

/4

1•1.4v4rT

fieri.,tr.4 TAPE I'
BACK AT tit T IC 5
'TWIN •

THAT

fhirgs He Likes &cm
the Store He Likes
h000 many are likely to forget the Ito% s in remember
ing the "Sweet Girl Graduates.- Don't forget that he likes
to he remembered, too, on .his graduation day.,
And "there's naught to compare with gifts to %%ear.Get them at the store where he buys his (nen apparel and
where he knoees everything offered is up to the ,minute in
style. and unexcelled in quality-.

CoopersWnit Athletics
'nu cc ill neeer wear other kinds after

y.tru Jty
knit Athletics for spring and summer undere ear 'Volt
will agree that Cooper's fine knits are
a real buy at

$1

STROW BROS.
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dosen't car for that as he has a
talent for tormenting the girls.
His favorite girl is a blonde, his
favorite color is blue and his
favorite saying is. "Oh, Gee!
Ain't she a peach?" Kildee is a
good actor and is capable of accAnplishing great things. If he
continues in his chosen. study, he
will become it great agriculturist
and Marshall county will be
proud to claim him as a native
son.
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We Are Proud of:
•
Our Graduates •

•
We are proud of Calvert City high•t
school and especially so of those who will 111
0
receive their diplomas this year.'
•
We take deep pleasure in extending•
hearty congratulations and best wishes•a
for a long and successful career in what-•7
ever they undertake.
•
St

•

•
We have enjoyed being with the•

•
•graduates during their school work here•
•and while we regret to see them leave we•

e

•
•wish them God speed.
•
•
offered in,•
always
is
nce
assista
Our
•
•any movement that aims for the improve-•
•ment of the Calvert schools and we are•
•proud to live in a communily that sustains•
•a school of such aims and attainments. •
•
•
•
•

•
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Pains
"gEVERAL years ago I was
"badly run-down,"says Mrs.
John Bunch, R. F. D.3,Columbia, S. C. "I could not do any
of my work. I was so weak I
could not wash a dish. My back
and sides hurt me at times
dreadfully. I dragged around
until I finally got down in bed."
Then, explains Mrs. Bunch,
she happened to read about
Cardui,the woman's tonic,and
decided to give it a thorough
trial, the results of which she
describes below:
"It seemed to reach the
cause of my trouble at once.
I did not take it long before
my appetite began to imprave.
I gained in weight from 114
pounds until now I weigh 125
pounds. I soon was able to be
up around the house. I took
up my household duties and
was delighted with my return
ing strength.
"I now do all my own work.
The pains in my sides and
back have disappeared and I
feel like a differcnt pemon."
Cardui has been helping suffering women for nearly 60
years. Sold by all druggists.
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These of you who are planning
parties, dinners, and banquets in
'ilinor of the graduating elas-e,
Ice
may obtain (01)81.O()
Cream in any desired mold and
•tdor conbinat ion.
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Write us your needs, gi% ing
the class colors if you want
• hem, and we will supply the most
lelicious of refreshments of the
nit rty.
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The Banquet
aril Party

I You know that it hit a
!health food, a delight
to children and grownWs alike, that nothing
is more empting to the
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•:1 2 1

If
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IcCrean;i- , the univer.;a1 dessert! And when
I;t is Goldbloom, frozen
'from delicious, rich
_!ream in our sanitary
dant, you know that it
s more than "just ice
• Team."
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Sharpe Class Night
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Class Will
Salutatorian of her class she has
To Be Wednesday, 11th Class l'r phecy
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made splendid grades throughout
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her four years work.
Class night at Sharpe high
Lyles Stinson.
Gallia hasn't decided what she
President's Address - Lorenza
school will be held Wednesday
Argania Holland, better known will do after' graduation but the Baccalaureate To He Delivered evening, May 11. ro the school Lackey.
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maid school teacher" was senior glass of Calvert lii wish
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Alm Leslie Dees of Nett. sermon to the graduates of
Ile has attended high school at she entered high school at Cal- near Calvert. She was born, Feb. Brewers high
sch( ()I Sunday
Kenzie, Tenn., Gilbertsville vert where she has continued to 19, 1910 and entered Reidland Hi
evening, May 8th, at 8 o'clock, in
cd Calvert City and has shown the present day.
school as a freshman when she the Methodist church.
Caniai is talented to music and was 13 year old. he then enter.T•eat interest in athletics, being
1- - ' The following program has
, -tar in basketball. He is one of -chool teaching. She has a smile ed Calvert Hi school where she been arranged:Rol 1 I
/
greatest characters that ever that wins „the heart of everyone. will graduate with the class of
March.
ip.Issermassi II‘osysods1.•
However Gania dosen't take any '27. Her favorite letter seems to
• lit e n the stage. He is a great ,
Song by; congregation.
. aeorieal speaker and a debater, great part in athletics she is a
be "II" and she is very fond of
Scripture reading.
-urn has a ambition that is not booster from away back, altho young gentlemen, especially if
Song by congregation.
they are. blondes. Her favorite
Special music}
cclor is cardinal, as can be seen
Prayer.
by the clothes she wears. Gladys
Sermon — Rev. T. W. Spicer.
Benediction- Rev, C. W. Stocks.
is a star guard on thee Calvert
girls basketball
High school
team which entered the tournaCALN ERT PLAY PLEASES
ment at Paducah this year.
Glayds has not decided what she
The play "Two Days to get
will do after graduation, but will Married" which was given here
pr( bably enter Bowling Green Saturday was quite a success.
and take a Commercial course.. If The el t was always keeping you
she does not take a course at guessing and new things coming
13,,wling Green she will more than into the story so that you never
likely take a course in housekeep- could tell what would happen
ing for one' of the "'s".
rext. T'was full of interest, fun
;I nd (enjoyment
the. way
all
The Most Beautiful Chevrolet embodOvestigIS
Mildred Little, or (Mini) was through.
ies the largest number of fine car feaThe. music which was furnished!
born May 13. 1910, as far as betures ever offered in a low-priced
•
automobile.
gTA I I
ing intellectual Mildred has nev- by the Kuttawa orchestra were,
In keeping residence property radianter been excelled. Mildred has Mises Tylene Marshall and Mr.
Bodies byFisher,for example...beaded,
ly new and clean, the occasional use
made only four B's on her month- James Marshall, Saxophone.. Mrs.
paneled andfinished in attractive colors
four
Daisy
her
unequalled.
D.
during
Miss
R.
card
Smith,
report
is
ly
Drum-,
aint
P
-SEALof genuine Duco...smartened by narof Hanna's GREEN
years of high school, the rest of Sexton, violin and Mrs. Dudley
rowed front pillars, upholstered in
her grades have been A's. This Rawles, piano.
rich and durable fabrics ..,completely
'The fresh, spick and span appearance it gi'N'ieS to
is it rec rd breaker for our school.
appointed — and enchanced by such
Vo.
clingy, dirty surfaces is like applying "liquid sunShe pri,esses an unusually kind
The Illinois Central System
marks of distinction as full-crown
Lsna.s
headlamps.
pe
is
bullet-ty
that
and
21.000,000
disposition
fenders
ted
a
more. that
disposition,
tran,por
'395
light.” 'The wide choice of colors in GREEN
rare.. You never see Mildred with ti lit.: of coal in 1926. This is eair cleaner
AC
I 1..1...i '495
and
filter
oil
AC
new
A
SEAL also makes possible most harmonious
out a mile on her face. She is quivalent to .427,000 carloads,
p.F..lo Or. 111.ii•••
add to the performance and dependafull
loved by her school- which would form four trains
A
only
motor.
not
Chevrolet
it•Iloon ti ref •t.n.1••
the
of
bility
color combinations.
•11 ssmrdtk
equaprniArnt
mates, but by the entire commun- reaching all the way from Chic17-inch steering wheel, coincidental
Chevrolet
Check
advanced
ago to New Orleans.
ity. Mildred is farther
steering and ignition lock, improved
Delivered Prices
Long wear and utmost surface protectransmission, new gasoline gauge,new
in music than any other senior.
inclwic the Iowa
They
More than 60 settings of puretire carrier--all these are now stand- It•crdling•ndlinan,
She is the chief musician of the
tion are assured by using Hanna's
ik•sitablecharges
today.
cars
:hese
See
ard equipment.
,c h, ()I, the Methodist church, and bred egg.; have been purchased
GREEN-SEAL Paint.
She
gatherings.
by
agriculjunior
Estill
county
at all c(mmunity
The
is also booster of athletics and tural club boys and girls.
christianity. We the seniors and 7ounty agent predicts that club
the entire school feel that we work will result in the developBenton, Ky.
rtunate to have such ment of a real poultry industry.
we're. very
a lea d er in our school. We are
—- - QUALITY AT LOW COST
Indications point to a decided
sure that her final speech is going to be one • the. best that wit- decrease in the Graves c , unty tor‘er heard in :ilvert auditorium. bacco at reag(rs.
Hardin.

.„.rt school regrets the fact that
is calling him away. We
-.ncerely hope him success in the
iture, and shall always be
for his diligent work in
liankful
•
:muilding to out school.

1111!, near until 1926 her he entered the
au( id, ' NIiprraN l'eaeher t liege prepar1.%
ahd Mt hi.r hi' the teaching professior.
-!!
ia ,‘ P.026, when and at the same time completing
S Jo is ,A great hi; irhth semester of high school

,

t.

411

•

excelled by anyone, when Brien
sets his head to do anything he
is almost sure to win and we are
sure that he is going to win his
race for Circuit Court Clerk.

SPICER TO PREACH
BREWERS SERMON
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So many fuie car features
at such lout prices
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Benton Motor Company
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Graduation day. Diplomas. Greetings
and farewells. Hustle and excitement.'.4
new world to face.

The Kamm(
am! Party

Remember them with a gift that will last'
throughout the years. That will be beautiful
lasting, too, as well as pleasing. To give
Jewelry is .the highest manifestation of friendship and affection in gift giving.

ice Cream: t
1.1111Vel'•11 dessert P. And when
!'t is Goldbloorn,.frozen
:rum dcliCiollS, I' 1C
'1*(tZtlil
sa ni t a t.y
dant. you 1;n()%v that it
- more than -51):4 ice

'They'll A-,\ 0//' it's a he"ter giIt IF IT
BE-IRS OUR 11.-IRK
The name on the box! That's what they'll
look for soon after the first thrill of receiving
your gift. And they'll know it's a better gift,
Carefully and tastefully chosen, if it bears the
mark of our store. For that mark is recognized
by everyone in this section as a pledge of utmost value • supported by an unquestioned reputation of 62 years. of faithful service..
•
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1;t1m\v that it is a
f(H)41,
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it nil
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GOLDBLOOM

(11(.otnineneentent

k Entertainments
Our showcases sparkle with gifts of every
variety at a price to fit every name on your list.
Consult us today for gifts that last.'

I ht ..,- eel Nilo '.s bee are- planning
Parties. (Iinners, and banquets in
o.noi it the grailtiatiniz classes
nia% obtain 1:01,1)Itt.111)N1 Ice
t re-ant in ;in\ desired mold and
•1 lot conbination.
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%% rite us von:- needs,
ing
ihe
coleirs if v (or want
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(et refreshments of the
lelicie
flirt'.
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PERMIT l'S TO BE YOUR GIFT COUNSELORS
•
62
YEARS
OF
SERVICE

zwzr.sso
PADUCAH.
KY.
&BROADWAY

Just Om, Serriee — The Kest Possible
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Begins Saturday, May 7th.
•

62
YEARS
OF
SERVICE
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$2,000 Worth of Shoes

•
•
•
•
•

SACRIFICED

•
•

INCLUDING

•
•

a

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A

At 25 to 50 Per Cent Discount•
Women's Oxfords, Straps, Pumps
Children Slippers
Men's Work and Plow Shoes

•
•
•
•
•
•

MANY PAIRS OP THE NEWEST STYLES /A 11 01/EN'S •
OXF0/?1)S IRE INCLUDED IN THIS UNUSUAL SALE. •
COME IN AND SELECT YOUR PAIR AT AN IMMENSE:
•
S.4VINGS.
•
•

• Don't Overlook The Big Money To Be Saved •
•
•
Sale
This
At
Bill
•
On Your Shoe
•
•
•

•
•
•

J. M. Tichenor & Sons

•
•
• Calvert City,

Kentucky!
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Beatrice Jone-. sixteen years of
age is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Jones of Hardin. Kentacky. Beatrice is the star of our
class. She has only been in high
is.
school three and cne-half
'
has
sh
time
that
during
but
shone brilliantly. She was a ember of the Hardin debating team
this ear and is a member ( f the
Tennis club. She is Valedic orian
of her class. Beatrice will ttend
college next year.
If in the halls of Congress
You see a learned girl,
You may know it is Beatric
By her red, red cuIrs.
Verba Smith -- Verba is the
least of our class, but by no
means the weakest. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 11. L.
Smith, and is a worthy representative of the Hardin high. Verbs is
19 years old and is planning to
enter a business college in September. She is the heioine in the
senior play, and the honor roll
has contained her name every
time this year.
Oh! She's and "Ace" alright.
Leah Nelle Crsas is the attractive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
M. Crass, a prominent merchant
of this city.
Nelle is just seventeen years
old and has a very promising future, she is contemplating entering Draughon's Business College
the next year.
Besides making the honor roll
every time, she is very active on
the tennis court and is alsq a
member of the Emmet sonian Literary society'. Nelle is vice-president of the senior class, on the
program committee and plays the
piano well.

M iss Dorothy Lockman, the
charming daughter of .Rev and
Mrs. W. S. Lockman, o Hardin,
Ky., is only seventeen -ea:rs. old
and possesses a winnin disposition. She moved to II: rdin last
No‘ember and started o school
December. She is one o the best
members of the senior 'lass and
trophey
Hardin school will lose
at her graduation. Sh was on
the debating team w ich took
put in the enter-scht astic debffe and was a very aid debater.
Dorothy intends to o to colMurray
loge this summer at t
State Normal and Tea -hers Col-

A it's is the
Agnes Johnston
1 ing only
years,
in
baby
class
sixteen, but not in size rid popularity. She is the (laugh er of Mr.
and Mrs. B. 11. Johnstc of liardin. Kentucky.
1Vhen you look upon ggie you
at once detect wisdom from her
high forehead. but bei g Salutatorian of her class I not her
limit. She is the class secretary.
the most enthusiastic player of
ember of
the Tennis club, a
and
very acteam
the debating
complished musician. A nes plans
to attend .colloge after her high
school career is ended. Although
Hardin high school wil feel her
loss greatly, we want t congratulate the world on heir g able, to
claim her as its own true citizen.

5 AT BREWERS TO
RECEIVE DIPLOMAS

I hi,
Bliititlal 'I
I
year old daughter of Mr. ;ford Mr, ,
A. F. Travis of Littlf. rt'pe-4
stout:. 1, is one f the most ;
ular student, not oril V in the sen
ior but of Sharpe High scho'
She is very pleasi.et.t and age,
able and re- 10111(1' readily to
"Travis" the name be which slee
is most commonly called. lfer
favorite expression is "What are
(1,, about
u going

Judge J. C. Speight to Deliver
Address
-Commencement
Friday, May 13th.
Judge .1. C. Speight. of Mayfield, will deliver the commencement address to the five giaduates of the Brewers high school
Friday evening. May . 1:101, at
eight o'clock. The exercises will
be held in the school auditorium.
Following is the program for
the occasion:March.
1Velcome Address--Ruby Rhea.
Song by school'.
Class History —Addle Grubb,,.
Special Music.
WilAdvice to Juniors
kins.
RiClass PrIthecy
ley.
Introduction of
ikddress — Judge J. C. Speight,
M4yfield.
Presentation of Diplomas ---Mr.
Hubbard.
The county agent has assisted
in forming agricultural improvt:ment programs 'in five Mason
county communities. Livestock,
lime and legume, oc,cupy prominent places in all of them.
--A special price made by the
Russellville quarry stimulates the
use of limestone in Logan county.

— Cm."'" is
Carmel'
other one of those steady workers that. is sure to make good, es-1 Thecounty agent predicts a 300
penally strong in Math. We have percent increase in pcultry
visions of him in the future as lug iii 1'ike county this year.
Prof. Farley of mathematics Dept. T„.enty new Poultry houses have
in it large scho. I. Age 20, son (4 , been built this spring.
14Ir. and Mrs. 'M. E. Farley,
t n Ky.. Route 8.
A farm products and merchants
!show is being planned for DanNettie lrene Conner - Irene is
l.:while Brow ii, ,the seventeen dn., next octniier.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
and Mrs.
of
F. Conner of Madill. Route 1. yea old daughter
Route 1.,
Hardin
of
Brown
She is 20 years of age and a sen- W. H.
for she and will attend Normal school
record
the
broken
has
ior of whom everyone is proud.
as teacher' this summer with the aim 41
because she has been so faithful has secured a po-ition
4)1 before teaching next fall. She is of the LC
sch
Hill
,
in securing herr high -chool edu- of the Union
year. quiet, reserved type, hut on e who
senior
ng
i
her
hav
completed
cation. We are n 't afraid of Irene
taken it is sure to make her mark. Binnia
falling on the road to SileeeSS, Although she .has never
she will be missed in the scho..I years
athletics,
in
be:.:ause she already has her ‘ery active part
in to Cottle because she has Income'%
factor
an
impottant
been
s
Ha
start in Home Ec. We the Senior
the
through merits of her ow th-a per- 1%
is
She
school.
high
Hardin
make
will
clays predict that she
has
son to be trusted.
and
class
third best in her
a wonderful "little housekeeper."
time.
each
'roll
honor
the
!on
been
- - ------ -Bet t la. anot h
Bettia Redden
have our "little wowe
21
is
.Here
be,
,
to
teacher
of our
daughter i f
Harrison,
Nlae
man"
.erars of age ar:d twin to Bin Hardin, Ky.
Harrison,
Oscar
Mr.
enter
to
11 ikt. She is aka} planning
Besides
age.
of
yeals
17
is
She
spring.
next
rmal
N.
the Murray
several
roll
honor
the
maldng
Pettia is the daughter of Mr, and
keeps
she
year
the
itlg
dur
times
Route
Mc'.. Lee Redden of nent“n
wild
neat
father
her
of
home
the
in
record
go
d
a
nritle.
S Slit, has
cook.,
wonderful
a
is
She
high school and the most notablel cozy.
this taro, rd is prompt-i and her disposition is as light
fe-ature
biscuits. She is
no--r. She has always followed the and fluffy as ht1r
club. When .
the
tennis
of
Old sl: gun "If anything is worth .--ecretary
t
,high
Hardin
leaves
Mit.
well."
doing, it is worth doing
of
heart
the
in
vacancy
a
be
will
will
she
that
regret
Her friends
nevcan
that
the under -graduate
er be cempletely filled. She will,
attend college next year.
Johnnie is
JAnnie Earley
Elizabeth Brown -- Lizzie, a
one who dos well whatever sho
dramatic little girl, is 18,
very
attractive
the
is
undertakes. She
A.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
striking
a
bears
Lizzie
Brown.
Farley of Bent -n, Route S. She
has taken no part in athletics but resemblance to Queen Elizabeth
has the honor of being the most of English History. She is very
She
brilliant student in her Algebra fond of Sir Walter Raliegh.
ian
Emmerson
the
of
member
a
is
age
of
years
17
class. Johnnie is
planning
is
and
society
Literary
her
teaching
make
to
expects
and
life work. She is a member of the to enter the business world.
Emmersi nian society and will be
Avice Henderson — Avice is
greatly mk,Fed after her gradua• the 19 year old daughter of Mr.
tion.
,
and. Mrs, Tim Henderson of liarWalter Raliegh Green-- -Raliegh. din Route 2. She has 1)(01 very
school
has just been with us ,three years, anxious to obtain a high
has
he
this
prove
To
.
education
Ho
record.
but has made a good
scho.)1
to
home
her
from
come
and
baseball
the
of
member
is a
too she
basketball team and was also 4 four miles etioh day. Then
in her
persistent
very
been
has
club
al
member of/it the agricultur
honor
the
on
been
has
and
studies
in
Louisville
to
trip
and made
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plans
Avice
times.
the stock judging team. Raliegh roll several
.
preto
id
solo
Normal
the
attend
clav.
is presiderft of the senior
bids,
she
after
teaching
for
O.
pare
Mrs.
and
son
of
Mr.
the
and is
1
eell to 11. IL S.
1. Green o Benton Route 8. Ra- farw
in
liegh means ti take a course
Binnia Redden. daughter of Mr.
civil service after graduation.
Union
Raliegh is a great lover of his and Mrs, Lee Redden of
i,,,
Ilinnia
age.
of
ye4trs
21
is
the
Ilill.
English Fistery. especiielly
teachers
budding
(Fur
of
another
:
•
Elizabeth.
queen
reign of

We are sincerely proud to
congratulate the graduates of
Hardin high- school and also the
others in the county who receive
their diplomas this year.

.40
r.

dijeat j101:11
win

As they go forward to meet
the problems of life we wish them
all the happines§ and success pos-

and

I III,
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11111(1:MI
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111:0

f rtatolitig 1,14441'.1 ii lhoI.
ball team mho rie,1T 1 4
She

•

Lit f

sible throughout the years and knowing these young ladies and
young gentlemen as we do, we are sure that thye will succeed
in whatever they undertake.

act ie...
too:
Blon .
the H

This store is interested in the community it endeavors to
serve. This company is Composed of men who are property
owners here, who are glad to pay taxes for good schools, churches, better roads, better farming and in all those things that
make Hardin and Marshall county a better place in which to
live.
Remember Theta With an Appropriate Gift
It is fitting

t h.lt

runic:01)cl- caLh (dr tbe

11.1Treelatiim 4.1 them and the honor they hne att,imcd.

hot.: iii 1 it h the
We have many gift "•tigge..t
owl!' men that will ple:t.c them high1 .
will he 1.41;td'hew thum to ‘vu.
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‘Vottlell
10:15( )11,1,1 ,1C

;Mel
Mk!
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WE DESIRE YOUR PATRONAGE, YOUR GOOD WILL,
YOUR CONFIDENCE. WE PLEDGE COURTE0i TS AND EFFICIENT TREATMENT, DEPENDABLE SERVICE A N D
HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE.

1,ot1'csi /uterus/ IcU1 ill Ino rt,

NEW YORK LIFE 'INSURANCE
COMPANY
Lor(11 & Lord!, 11(11
DO till:
.1
• i;„,

1410(. 51 Suits, 41.(cnories
and IL,adv Cow-timid/ions ji*-0/ll
7Ni- Sion,
friend -I hisotnethin.;_r t
will be
tieal,:01•=Aver
fr4)m \V( ,1.1:1-‘

Just received a beautiful line of young mens, youths and boys
suits in all the new shades, attractively priced at from $6.75 in
boys to $19.95 in young mens.
Young Mens and Boys pants in the new light shades, $1.95 in
boys to $6.50 in the young Mens.

I:tit. man.%
./wH:tlity i ,*.
ha‘e i)oug-ht

Graduation brings a mingled feeling of pride and regret
to us. Pride —because we are fully appreciative of these boys
and girls in our community and are glad for them that they
have reached the top of educational endeavor here; regret because we know that some of them will be leaving to go out to
seek success elsewhere. But our congratulations are unmixed,
we most heartily extend our best wishes to each graduate of
Hardin high school and to the others of the county, as well. We
are proud of our schools and proud df you.

H. L SMITH

the

,Chlofil .
,
!

Mr.

I take this method to announCe to my
friends that I have opened an Armour
Cream Station at Hardin, Ky., and hope
to s'lare a part of your business.

od st 11(1,111
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SHOES
our

shoe department is
brimful of the newest creaspecial
a
tions in Mens, Boys, WornWe have arranged
Misses and Children's
ens,
showing in Matrons, young
shoes.
ladies, Misses and children's Ladies straps and ties in patent leather.
Rose-blush and parchment.
hats, x'ery reasonably priced.

MILLINERY

The Friendly Five oxford for
the young men. at

H. M. Crass, Mgr.

CC An
t,LEVU

KENTUCKY

Whether you hav(. :t
brother or .1u!.-4 a friend g.c, •
year you can rind the rig.1;..
at \VOLFF'S at just the ri:.
:m ay \\'e s. erve you?

00

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1927.
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FARM LOANS

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
0.

Benton, Ky.
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to each .graduate
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SHOES
()ur shoe department is
1.irit/1'01 of the newest crean.i.ed it -pecitl tions in Mens, Boys, Womyoung: ems, lisses and Children's
'
ShOCS.
;trol children's Ladies straps and ties in patent leather,
a-n.thly priced. Rose-hlush and parchment.

MILLINERY
V
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The Eriendly Fi‘e oxford for
the .00ne men. at

$5.00

For many years this house has made
a speciality of "Gifts for Graduates". We
have bought widely and carefully this
year to gike you an ideal selection -- the
latest examples of the Jeweler's best art,
the highest quality, yet the best values.

11, 11.0 Iss, 1Igr.

KENTUCKY

Days

m

Selling at the lowest cost of any motor can manufactured, made possible by the tremendous resources of the
Ford Motor Co., Yet TODAY'S FORD excels in smoothest and
ccmfort of performance than many cars selling hundred's
of dollars higher.
TODAY'S FORD gives you beauty, comfort and
luxury in riding as well as superlative value and economy
in operation.
DID YOU ever think of the wonderful value there
is in a Ford car, very simple, lasts longer for' general use
than any car regardless of price. Transportation and satisA FORD- CAR WILL
faction is surely all you desire.
TRANSPORT
EVERYTHING
SATISFACTORILY BUT
FALSE PRIDE.

CONGRATULATION'S TO THE GRADUATES
To all the graduates of the five Marshall County
high schools we offer sincerest wishes for a long and
successful career.

Draffen Motor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
CALVERT CITY, KY. /

••••
•••••••••=
s

HONEST
VALUES

327 Broadway

••-•

Paducah, Ky.

Yacht

TILE 1../NIVLRSAL CAR

55

Whether you have a sin or daughter, sister or
brother or just a friend getting- their diploma this
year you can find the right gift, elaborate or simple,
at WOLFF'S' at just the right price you want to pay.
May we serve you?

OF

A

To-

:BENTON, KY.

HOUSE

MERCANTILE Co.

55

-

THE

As

55

_

light shades, $1.9 i

i).a. the .county,
of you.

As Smooth

From fro/ff's
In planning to remember your graduating
friends this year, you want to be sure to give them
something that is beautiful and lasting and that they
will be proud to exhibit upon any occasion. The practical answer to the question is a gift of Jewelry
from WOLFF'S.
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Bessie Reed - Blondal Travis,
Mrs. Kate. Sanders ----- Letha
The Sharpe high school seniors Dishman.
will present their annual senior
class play, "The End Of the Lane"
Birmingham ('ircult
Saturday - evening, May 7th, in
M. E. CHURCH SOUTH
the school auditorium.
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basketLell player for the past
four Ycars, and the teams will
miss him hereafter. Leighton has
not fully decided what: his future eccupation will be. He is a
person who makes his murk high,
and works hard to reach it. All
of
"Sunshine's7
schoolmates
wishes him much:sucCess through
out his life's career.

Mrs. R. M. Dishman. She is 'eighteen years of age and a member
of the 1927 graduating class at
Sharpe.
Miss Dishman has taken a
great interest in athletics at
iSharpr and has been a member of
the basket ball team for the past
three years. Besides athletics she
has been faithful in her work and
has done what she could for the
upbuilding • of the school, always
ready to respond when called upon. At school she is quiet and
seems to take life as it comes.
She will be missed at S. H.
being' so kind hearted and an intimate friend to all. Yet she must
go and we wish her luck in her
final steps from school at Sharpe.
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klonelal Travis, the eighteep
tr old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F: Travis of Little Cypress,
. ate I, is one of the most popthe seri. lar student, not only
- but of Sharpe High school.
is very pleasant and agreeand re?,ponds readily to
riavis" the name by which she
most commonly called. Her
,ivorite expression is "What are
going ha do about it?"
lilontial is a good. student and
Home Economic,4, She
.,•els
a ,ok an active part in the physical
!ucational drill, which helped
, iii the pennant for Sharpe high
,hoOl, She also played the part
• t and ing guard on t he basket -

Mr. Joseph Lorenza Lecky, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hence
Lecky. Ile is 18 years of age,' and
is known by all of his schoolmates as "Preacher." Lorenza entered high school in 1924 Its a
Freshman, and has worked faithfully and successfully these four
yearg.
Ile has been a good sportsman
in both basket ball and base ball.
This year has has been a splendid captain of the basket ball
team which has been victorious
over many other strong' teams of
the County and joining counties.
We are sure the team will miss
him after this year.
Lorenza has not yet planned'
his future but in whatever occupation he. chooses to follow that
he will be successful, for when
he starts to do a thing little or
big he puts his whole soul and
body into it, and means to do his
very be,1. - Ile is is like Emerson
"If anything is worth doing it i*
wait h doing right."
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My Sunday school — Agnes
Murray State Normal spent the
of
guest
week end here as the
Norwuod. •
Miss Helen Stone.
- --,ficripture Readings— Classes. I
Connie Ncrwood was a business
The two Sunday schools after
Song -- Jesus Loves Me —
transactor at Murray Monday.
their routine ciurse of duties and
Far rice Stcne, Charlene
Nancy
Reloncca Lovett
Little Miss
readings of class minutes turned
Lovett, Jesse Lee Rudolph, Marspent Saturday with , her sister,
their attention to text of the Rev.
rel
Morris, Jessie Cress and
Mrs. Irene Barnett of Hardin
Carlton et Murray, who filled his
Mavis Inman.
Route 2.
regular appointment at the Bap Lack of Friendship — John
Charley Cathey of Atuora Was
tit church. 11 a. m. ids')
Edd Walker,
here Saturday morning enroute
m. Sunday evening.
Old Fashioned Mother —Melbri
to Bent( n.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bryant were
Servants Class" under the leaderleist•so.ple I never spoke before —
week end guests of Mr. and
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ship of Mrs. ' Kittle
Little Joe Norwood.
Mrs. G. W. Boyd.
Let something be said — Edna
Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Andersen, Conine O'Bryan . and
spent Saturday night with Mr. the Hill sisters.
and- Mrs. Rollie Lovett.
This month -- Jessie Rudolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Amon Washburn
Kittie Cress.
Mother's Arm of Hamlet spent the week end
Where the Home light gleams
here with Mrs. Washburn's par- —Mildred Nelson.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F Henson.
Song — Chit%
Miss Lena Shepherd of Union
Severe Stomach Trouble, Dizziness, and Other Serious
Thanks for our Sunday :40 hoots
Ridge spent part of last week --Mancy Farrice Stone, JosephAilments Quickly Relieved by Tanlac
here with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. ene ()'Bryan, Agnes No wood and
from
slipping
seems
and family.
Stone
health
good
H
r
Mi tell
you; if indigestion, nervousness, and
Mr.. and Mis. Alvie Henson
l'at Watkins.
conrun-down
a
by
caused
ailments
were the Week end visitors here
to the living—
The
Sunshine
dition torture you, benefit from the
Is:nnmo.
, I Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
experience of Herbert Jones, 202
Cress.
Melbra
Loudon Ave., Lexington, Ky., an
Mr. and Mrs. John Crosby and
Hill.
God Loves Me
employee of the Traction Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Crosby atWhen Mother departed—Gladys
Ile recently said: "My condition
tended get together day at Benton
was unbearable. I watched myself
Nelson.
Saturday.
fade away. Nervousness caused split.
Just a boy—Martin Anderson.
ling headaches and made it impos.
Rebeit Nelson of Brewers spent
When Mary visits me — Goda
Bible for me to sleep. I was always
last week here with his uncle
tired. And when I ate I suffered from
Nelson.
Thomas York.
indigestion,and constipation bothered
l
ll Nson.
Great Life — JeweNi
me a great deal.
Bern Lovett of the Salem viMy Faith in children --- Hazel
"I sought relief from my troubles,
cinity was here Friday afternoon.
trying this and that without success.
The married men defeated the
Tanlac.
try
to
me
advised
sister
hlv
mistake
Ilettie Walker.
of fortunate men anti si in lit I 1111W ensingle men in a close played ball
''In two weeks' time I was feeling
ur
things
John
Nlarshall
and
health
good
of
benefits
eat
the
I
joying
months.
in
had
better than I
game here Saturday afterno..n, ha rr'ison
vital strength,thanks toTanlac,made
everything without. a thought of pain.
the final score was 7 to 5. Rufrom roots, barks and herbs.
Tanlac drove away dizziness caused
Song
LAVarn from their experience and
dolph. was on the mound for the
by constipation, calmed my nerves.
Merry, tis Sunday school (lay •
be
can
strength
gol
and
from
health
This great tonic surely saved me
pet feet
married- men and had
Conine ()'Bryan, Hazel Lamb and
yours, too. The first bottle of Tanlac
long suffering, banished pain and
Control, especially in the pinches.
showsamazing results. Ask your drugbuilt up my strength. I advise everyMarrel Morris.
Brown who hurled I or t he losing
gist for'ratline—today! Over 40
one suffering as I did to take Tardily."
- critrunt Cress.
Mot het
lion bottles sold.
Mr. Jones is only one of thousands
team pitched fine ball until the
Reasons why people stay it me
tifth iii iii nt.r. 'Iie it two passcs, a
Rubye Lovett.
base
—111110•1111111111111111111 single and a flurry of extra
James 'i ork.
Blunders
blows caused his defeat. Lamb of
- 5 Girls.
the singlers had a extra gel day
A StInday Se 1001 boy— Everett
in centerfold making 1 sensation- ('ii isliy
al running catch in the fourth.
%VatSpeak the Truth The next game is loll, ked Int. Sun- kins.
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at
day :atet noon
t‘‘o girls.
leep me from e‘il
1.to d Collie of Bents ii IZotitts I.
\I issi its
- E. G. and Kenzie
was here Sat urday Morning, ell Watkins.
null,' to Ilardi it.
Song — The Little children.
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The Starless (.1•4,%%'n
is now
Hess at Bentiin Saturday Illorni
It lid( driti.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jehnson
I)ritting Away • Melina Cress,
(it NI:tide Springs were the week
Nancy 14'a rrice St tie'. .lessie RutI-:.
end guests sd Mr. anti
ilidhi
Agnes Nor‘sood, Kittio
1,$)vet t.
Cress.
Mu. and Mis. Oran Ilen-on Ns.ere
:11ild tel
Add Tess
t his last week visit us of Mr. and
%Volker.
o
Nil's. Vox H ensn,
A children's day program will
A natio n wide 'stuy matte by
he give n at t he M. K. church
It w
an investment cotillion
nut., I ho ;0'41)1r:till
Siimi:ty. II
iiat 22 pt.!. cent of I he homes of
Take tits. name is!' lentlicky' so% ned by the families
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tucky.
were taken t.) the lovable bank:.
of "old Clark's river", when('
dinner was spread and served,
the 'afternt on hours were spent
in playing games and interesting
recitals derived from the Bible
and their recent Sunday school
work. All present reperted a niee
time and a hearty wish for another such occasion.
J. A. Howlett was a business
caller at Paducah Tuesday.
Miss Aliene Fieldston of Gilbertsville who is attending the
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Gives Sound Advice.
on How to Keep Health
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--Choir.

V. A. STILLEY, JR.
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aye money
-by clipping
thiscoupon/
spent in studying motor car
values before you decide on your new car may
save you many dollars afterwards. That is
why General Motors wants to send you a finely
illustrated little book about the great General Motors
Proving Ground where cars are proved by day
and night tests, and values are absblutely established. Every car owner should have a copy of this
free book because it tells what points to look for
in selecting a car, and how to make comparisons.
FEW MINUTES

With this really interesting book, which will be
sent free as soon as you fill in and mail the coupon,
we want to send you illustrated booklets about the
General Motors car which suits yo r purse. You
know these cars; all are famous. Bu did you know
that, they are all made by General Motors? Did
you know that General Moto7, by uilding more
than 1,000,000 cars a year,sav4Baill ons of dollars,
and Low these savings are passed on to you in
better value, longer life for your earl, and a higher
tr e-in value when you are througN with it?

r

CHECK THE CAR
THAT FITS YOUR PURSE
These facts mean hard cash to you.1 he coupon involves
no obligation. Just check the car that interests you most.
Booklets will come at once,and also the book about the
Proving Ground. Make up your mind to buy your cars
scientifically from now on. Mail the coupon TODAY.

•

STILLEY I I.14., SoUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE

GENERAL MOTORS

Good Teeth —Good Health

Why

-firestone
Dealers

Serve You Better and Save You Money
E know tires—how to select the best--how to help you take care of them,
and get the most out of them. We sell Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires
and Tubes— also Oldfield Tires and Tubes.
Both Firestone and Oldfield Tires are scientifically designed and manufactured by The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. Mr. Harvey S. Firestone is
President and active head of the Company and under his management many

W

Note

Low

Prices

on

Oldfield Tires
They Cost You No More
Than Ordinary Tires
, $6.25

,•

Fabric
30x3
30x31/2 Fabric
' $7.70
2 Cord
/
30x31
$8.85
29x4.40 Balloon
$12.85
32x4 Cord
$13.85
31x5.25 Balloon
$17.35
33x6.00 Balloon
Oldfield Tubes are

A

also priced very low
Maas In the great eessisonsical
Firestone Factories at Akron
and carry the Standard Tire
Warranty

outstanding developments and improvements for
economy, safety and comfort in tires have been
made. He is the acknowledged leader in lowering
tire costs and fought almost a Ione battle to secure
lower crude rubber prices from a foreign monopoly. He has saved, and is saving, millions of
dollars every year for car owners.
Through the Firestone policy of selling and
distributing direct to dealers through 148 Factory
Branches and Warehouses, we receive fresh, clean
stocks of tires of the highest quality at prices which
are the lowest in the history of the industry, and
we pass these advantages in quality and low price
on to our customers.
ta\

BUY NOW!
Gum-Dipped Tire Prices
Lowest in History

DRAFFEN MOTOR CO.
BENTON,

CALVERT CITY

Press rep,•rts indicate the 1:nren
ropany, of New York City,
Is 1 , :skint! for a L.cation for a
nit 1k condensery.
Three c. nimu it it y dipping vats
are under const ruct ion in Owtsn
. cot:tit y, and an effort is being
nue!ts to provide a vat f-r
heels iLl the county.

Renew Your Health I
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourself of
chronic ailments that are undermining your vitality? Purify your entire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family package, containing full directions. Only
(Adv.)
35 cts. At any drug store.

General Motors I. Dept. A), Detroit, Mich.
LEASE send, without any obligation to me, illustrated literalure about the (;erieral Motors produsi I ha% e marked below
- together with the name of the nearest dealer in case I mar
wish a demonstration. ALSO SEND 1015l'itoVIN6 t;hol:ND/luok.

P

Name
Address

CHEVROLET

7

models —$525 to $745

The quality car of the low-priced field. 3-speed 'rattan's- 7/4
Aston. Strong rear axle. Smooth dry-disc clutch. Over-head
valve engine. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Fully equipped.
CHEVROLET TRUCK CHASSIS: Vs-ton, $395; 1.ton. $495.

ri

PONTIAC 5 models — $775 to $975
A low-priced "six" which is a quality product in
appearance and construction. Value proved by unprecedented sale. Has largest &cylinder engine in its price claw
Beautiful lines. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. All conveniences.

OLDSMOBILE 11 models—$875 to $1190
A fine car at moderate cost. Gratifies your finer taste; satisfies every need. Beautiful Fisher Bodies. Duco finish.
Powerful 6-cylinder engine. Harmonic balancer and other
new improvements. +wheel brakes. And a wide choice of models.

OAKLAND 7 models — $1095 to $1295
Keep Eliminative
System Active
good Health Requires good Elimination
NE can't feel well when there is
a retention of poisonous waste
in the blood. This is called a toxic
condition, and is apt to make one
tired,dull and languid. Other symptoms are sometimes toxic backaches
and headaches. That the kidneys are
not functioning properly is octen
shown by scanty or burning passage
of secretions. Many people have
learned the value of Doan's Pills, a
stimulant diuretic, when the kidneys
seem functionally inactive. Everywhere one finds enthusiastic Doan'.
users. Ask your neighbor!

Q

DOAN'S Pals
60c
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
Toetier-Sliibura co., Mfe. Chem.. Buffalo. N.Y.

666

Is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
. MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.

Winning and holding goodwill everywhere because of Its
superior performance. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Rubber
silenced chassis. 4-wheel brakes. A "six" whose quality is
doubly assured as a product of General Motors.

•

BUICK

18 models —$1195 to $1995

Everybody knows Buick's worth. General Motors emphasizes Buick's statement that its new models represent"The
Greatest Buick Ever Built." Vibrationless beq)Ind belief.
6-cylinder valve-in-head engine. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish.

LASALLE 6 models —$2495 to $2685

.
44111

General Motors' latest contribution to the fine car field.
New and beautiful car designed and built by Cadillac as a
companion car to Cadillac. Has V-type 8-cylinder engine.
Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Now on display.

•

styles and types —
CADILLAC 50 body
$2995 to $9000
The pioneer in the 8-cylinder field. Standard of the world.
Improved V-type 90-degree engine. Marvelous bodies by
Fisher and Fleetwood. DUCA finish. Choice of 500different
color and upholstery combinations to emphasize individuality.
[ ALL PRICES F.O.B.FACTORIES)
A ISO
FRIGIDAIRE electric reDELCO-LIGHT electric
frlgerators. The largest
plants. Another General
selling electric refrigerator in Motors product. Brings you all
the world. Built by General the conveniences and labor.
Motors. Many models,
saving devices ofelectricity.
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